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Abstract 

 The one dimensional transient heat conduction equation was numerically modeled 

through matrix diagonalization and three time-discretization schemes. The discrete methods were 

first-order backward, second-order backward, and implicit finite difference schemes. All 

simulations used the central difference formula in the space dimension. Two relevant physical 

systems were considered: a uniformly conducting slab and a melting block of ice. The latter lead 

to a moving boundary system, or Stefan problem. The multiphysics of melting was numerically 

modeled through alternating updates of temperature and melt front profiles.  

Iterative simulations were run with regularly refined discretization meshes in both 

systems. In the case of the conducting slab, temperature at a fixed point in space and time was 

considered. For the Stefan problem, the melt front movement after a set time was the physical 

solution of interest. The accuracy of the convergent results was increased using Richardson 

acceleration and the Wynn’s epsilon algorithm. Accuracy was improved for the moving 

boundary problem as well, but to a significantly lesser degree. The relative errors improved by 

five and two orders of magnitude for the conducting block and melting ice simulations, 

respectively. 

These relative errors were used to determine that matrix diagonalization is the most 

accurate numerical solution among the four considered. In both simulation convergence and 

acceleration potential, matrix diagonalization was superior to the implicit and explicit 

discretization solutions. However, matrix diagonalization required significantly more 

computational time. With the enhancement of convergence acceleration, the finite difference 

schemes obtained similar relative errors to the diagonalization model. This demonstrated the 

value of convergence acceleration in the classic dilemma for every programmer. There is always 
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a balance struck between model sophistication, accuracy, and computational time. Convergence 

acceleration allows for a simpler numerical model to achieve comparable accuracy, and in less 

time than that required for sophisticated numerical models.  

The numerical models were also compared for stability through parameters that arose in 

each simulation. These parameters were the Courant-Friederichs-Lewy (CFL) condition and 

diagonalized eigenvalues. Though diagonalization was found to be the most accurate, it was 

determined that the backwards finite difference solutions are the easiest to evaluate for stability. 

In these solution methods, the CFL value allows the stability to be determined prior to running 

the simulation. 
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Section 1: Introduction 

 Parabolic partial differential equations (PDEs) arise in many transport phenomena 

problems. They are found in fluid dynamics, molecular diffusion, and heat transfer, though the 

scope of this study will be limited to the third physical phenomena. Linear parabolic PDEs 

constitute an initial value problem that can be solved analytically through the use of separation of 

variables. The solution takes the form of an infinite eigenfunction series because the separated 

differential equation in space is a simple Sturm-Liouville problem (McQuarrie 2009). Although 

analytic, the series solution is not always applicable in more complex systems. The original 

motivation for this study was to simulate the evaporative melting of reactor walls in a fusion 

device, which represents a highly nonlinear heat transfer problem (Raffray and Federici 1997). 

The intent was to improve the accuracy of the simulation through convergence acceleration, and 

compare the efficacy of the accelerations for each algorithm. As such, the purpose of the first 

system, the insulated slab, is to build experience in numerical modeling and acceleration 

methods. The acceleration algorithms are Richardson acceleration and Wynn’s epsilon 

acceleration.  

In the second portion of the study, a moving boundary condition is imposed on the 

parabolic PDE formulation. The system considered is a melting block of ice. For this system, the 

finite differencing scheme is implicit in time, whereas time-marching discretizations are used in 

the case of the insulated slab. The multiphysics present in the formulation leads to nonlinearities 

that cause a loss in accuracy. 

For both physical systems, the semi-analytic method given by matrix diagonalization is 

most accurate. It is compared to the finite difference methods for stability as well, and found to 

be less readily analyzed in this respect. Between the two acceleration methods, Wynn’s epsilon 
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algorithm more consistently leads to better gains in accuracy for all models. However, it is 

recommended that both accelerations be used. They add only thousandths of a second to the total 

computational time.  

1.1: Insulated Slab 

The system considered is one-dimensional heat transfer through a finite slab that is 

insulated on one side. The problem is given in the literature, which will prove useful in 

comparing results later on (Cutlip and Shacham 2007). The boundary and initial conditions are 

set so that the slab cools from 100 
o
C to 0 

o
C. 

 

Figure 1.1 – Insulated slab’s initial state. 

Three numerical methods are used to simulate the temperature evolution over time. Two 

methods construct a discretized mesh through finite differencing schemes in time and space. For 

these, the first order differencing scheme is taken from Numerical Recipes and subsequently 

modified to become second order (Press et al 2007). Both methods explicitly march in time. The 

third method is matrix diagonalization, which is semi-analytic in time. The theory of matrix 

diagonalization can be found in Advanced Engineering Mathematics (Greenberg 1998). All 

numerical solutions use the second order central difference formula in space. 

1.2: Melting Ice 
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The melting of a block of ice presents a moving boundary complication to the parabolic 

PDE. The initial state is given in Figure 1.2.   

 

Figure 1.2 – Melting ice initial state. 

Temperature profiles must be determined to find the location of the boundary, and this 

introduces a nonlinearity in the formulation. Through heat transfer and energy balances, the 

boundary movement can be formulated with the Stefan condition (Kurschner et al 2008, Yao and 

Prusa 1989). After determining the liquid temperature profile, the localized Stefan condition is 

used to simulate the melt front movement, and the process is repeated as time advances 

(Kurschner et al 2008).  

An implicit discretization scheme in time was utilized and compared to the matrix 

diagonalization method. For this purpose, the melt front location after 400 seconds was 

determined across regularly refined discretization meshes for both methods, and the results 

accelerated at this point in time.  
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Section 2 - Methods 

2.1 - Insulated Slab 

 The first system to be considered is heat conduction through a slab. Transient heat 

conduction is described by the partial differential equation 

( )p

T
C k T

t



 


     (2.1) 

which simplifies in the one dimensional case to 

  
2

2

T T

t x


 


 
 (2.2) 

The slab is assumed to have physical properties independent of temperature and position. Thus, 

the thermal diffusivity, α, is taken to be a constant 2x10
-5

 m
2
/s. The boundary conditions for an 

insulated slab on one end and a fixed surface on the opposite are 

 0,   1
T

x
x


 


  (2.3) 

 0,   0T x    (2.4) 

with relative temperature in Celsius and distance in meters. Equation 2.2 arises from the zero 

heat flux condition; the slab is considered well insulated on one side. The initial condition is 

given by 

 100,   0T t    (2.5) 

2.1.1 – Insulated Slab Finite Difference Solutions 

The PDE is first discretized spatially according to the central difference formula 

 1 1

2

( 2 )n n n nT T T T

t x

    





  (2.6)    

where n represents the spatial index and ∆x the distance between nodes. The nodes are equally 

distributed throughout the slab, as pictured in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 - Node spacing of finite slab. 

After discretizing the no-flux condition with a second-order backwards difference method, the 

boundary conditions become 

 1 24

3

N N
N

T T
T  

   (2.7) 

 1 0T    (2.8) 

with the same initial condition as Equation 2.4. All nodes except node 1 are set to 100 
o
C 

initially. To develop the solution, observe that all Tn for 1<n<N in Equation 2.5 are dependent 

upon each other in time. These temperatures are now discretized in time according to a first order 

backwards finite difference (Press et al 2007), leading to 

 

1 1 1

1 1

2

1 ( 2 )i i
i

n
n n ni

n

i

T T t
x

T T T   

  





   (2.9) 

where the new index i represents the time discretization. A second order backwards time 

differencing scheme was also modeled for comparison.  

1 1
1 2

1

1 1

2

4 )

3

21

3

( i i i

n ni i i

n n n
nT T

T
T t

x

T T



 

 
  




   (2.10) 
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The edges of the slab require different formulae because they are governed by the boundary 

conditions. The T(0,t) boundary is never updated, and the boundary condition given by Equation 

2.6 becomes 

 
1 1

1 24

3

i i

N N
N

T T
T

 

 
   (2.11) 

2.1.2 - Jacobian Matrix Diagonalization  

The matrix diagonalization is developed by first putting Equation 2.6 into vector form. 

 
dT

AT
dt

   (2.12) 

Matrix A is the Jacobian matrix of coefficients arising from the spatial discretizations.  

 
2

0 0 0

1 2 1 0 0

0 1 2 1

1 2 1

1 4
0 2 3

3 3

A
x



 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

  (2.13) 

The A matrix is found from the spatial discretization given by Equation 2.6 and the boundary 

conditions. Note that the first row will leave Tn=1 constant for all time. It has effectively set the 

time derivative of Tn=1 equal to zero. In a similar manner, the last row satisfies the insulated 

boundary condition. Now a transformation is proposed 

 T Qx   (2.14) 

Substituting this into Equation 2.12, the following is obtained. 

( )d Qx
AQx

dt
      (2.15) 
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Q is assumed to be an invertible, square matrix composed of n distinct eigenvectors. Q also 

satisfies 

 
1Q AQ D    (2.16) 

where D is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. After pre-multiplying Equation 2.13 by Q
-1

 and 

substituting in the diagonal matrix, one arrives at 

 
d x

Dx
dt

   (2.17) 

Now it is apparent that Equation 2.12 has become a decoupled set of linear ODEs, where D 

contains the eigenvalues along its diagonal. As such, the following solution can be proposed for 

each ODE. 

 nt

n nx c e


   (2.18) 

Here cn represents the unique initial value for the solution of each xn. With the exponential 

matrix defined as 

 

1

2

0 0

0

0 n

t

t

Dt

t

e

e
e

e







 
 
 
 
 
 

  (2.19) 

Equation 2.17 can be written as 

 
Dtx e c   (2.20) 

Finally, Equation 2.14 is substituted for the x vector, but forward multiplied by Q
-1

 in order to 

arrive at the temperature formulation.  

1 1 (0)DtQ T e Q T       (2.21) 

Here T(0) has taken the place of the c vector as the initial condition vector. The final solution 

form is obtained by pre-multiplying by Q 
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 1 (0)DtT Qe Q T   (2.22) 

In Matlab, the Q and D matrices are evaluated using the eigenvalue function, eigs(). 

Alternatively, one can use the exponential matrix function, expm(), and the A matrix. 

 ( ) (0)T At Texpm   (2.23) 

From the preceding development, it is apparent that the solution obtained from matrix 

diagonalization is analytical in time.   
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2.2 – Melting Ice 

 A moving boundary problem is proposed as well for the testing of convergence 

acceleration methods. The physical system to be modelled is a melting block of ice, and the 

results will be compared to the literature for correctness (Kurschener et al 2008). The 

temperature profile is governed by the heat conduction equation in one dimension, but differs by 

the physical parameters in the liquid and solid regimes. All parameters are given in Appendix F. 

2

2

l l

l l

T T
pC k

t x

 


 
 (0 ( ))x h t      (2.24) 

2

2

s s

s s

T T
pC k

t x

 


 
 ( ( ) )h t x d       (2.25) 

Here h(t) represents the depth of the solid/liquid interface, and d the total length of the block. 

The l and s superscripts are for liquid and solid. The melt interface is a function of time because 

the melt front moves as more heat is supplied through the liquid layers. This is why the system is 

considered a moving boundary problem. The ice melts in the top-down direction and is well-

insulated on the bottom. The full discretized system can be visualized as follows in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2 – Discretized melting slab of ice. 

 The melting point is given by Tm. The cross-hatched region represents the liquid region, 

and the term ‘layer’ refers to the phase interface. In order to model the physics of the moving 
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melt front, the location of the interface must be determined. To do this, one begins with the full 

energy balance of the solid/liquid system. 

( ) ( )

0 0 ( )

( ( , ) ) ( ( , ) )

h t h t d

l m s m

h t

E AC T x t T dx ALdx AC T x t T dx           (2.26) 

Here, L represents the latent heat of fusion. The reference temperature is the melting temperature 

of ice. The first two terms represent the energy in the liquid layer, and the last represents the 

energy within the ice. The interface position, h(t), must be considered separately from within the 

integrand, so the derivative is taken with respect to time. Leibniz’s rule allows the derivative 

operator to pass into the integrand. 

( )

0

( , ) ( ( ( ), ) ) ( ) ( )

h t

l t l m

dE
AC T x t dx AC T h t t T h t ALh t

dt
          

( )

( , ) ( ( ( ), ) ) ( )

d

s t s m

h t

AC T x t dx AC T h t t T h t       (2.27) 

Note that Tm is equal to T(h(t),t). Removing the cancellations and substituting Equations 2.24 and 

2.25 in for the partial derivatives Tt gives 

( )

0 ( )

( , ) ( ) ( , )

h t d

l s

l xx s xx

h t

dE
AC T x t dx ALh t AC T x t dx

dt
              (2.28) 

( ( ), ) (0, ) ( ) ( , ) ( ( ), )l l s s

l x x s x xk A T h t t T t ALh t k A T d t T h t t                  (2.29) 

( ( ), ) (0, ) ( ) ( ( ), )l l s

l x l x s xk AT h t t k AT t ALh t k AT h t t       (2.30) 

Equation 2.30 holds because the block is insulated at the boundary. Now, a global energy 

balance is made for the heat flow into the system. 

(0, )l

l x

dE
k AT t

dt
       (2.31) 

Equation 2.31 is subtracted from 2.30, and the interface term separated to give 
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 ( ) ( ( ), ) ( ( ), )l sl s
x x

k k
h t T h t t T h t t

L L 
       (2.32) 

This is called the Stefan condition, and it governs the movement of the phase boundary 

(Kurschener et al 2008, Yao and Prusa 1989). One can see that the velocity of the interface is 

equal to the heat balance in the solid and liquid phases at that interface. In this simulation, the ice 

is considered to start at the melting temperature. This means that the temperature gradient in the 

ice is zero for all time, and Equation 2.32 simplifies to 

( ) ( ( ), )l

xh t T h t t        (2.33) 

where β is given by kl/ρL. Taken all together, the formulation with boundary conditions in both 

regimes is 

2

2

l

l l

l T
C k

t x

T


 


 
 (0 ( ))x h t     (2.34) 

,   0l

AT T x        (2.35) 

2

2s s

T T
C k

t x


 


 
 ( ( ) )h t x d      (2.36) 

0,  
T

x d
x


 


      (2.37) 

where the Stefan Condition determines the domain of the solid/liquid regimes and the second 

boundary condition of each phase. 

( ( ), )
( )

lT h t t
h t

x



  


    (2.38) 

( ( ), )l

mT h t t T      (2.39) 
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2.2.1 – Implicit Finite Difference Scheme 

 To verify the initial simulation of the Stefan problem, an implicit time scheme was used 

in accordance with the source material (Kurschener et al 2008). In a similar manner to the 

insulated slab, the formulation begins with an A matrix 

2

0 0 0

1 2 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

lA
x



 
 


 
 

  
  

 
 
 

    (2.40) 

This A matrix is symmetric and tridiagonal up until the large section of zeroes. These are for the 

ice region of the block, where temperature is fixed prior to melting. In discrete terms, the implicit 

temperature formulation is 

1 1

1

2

1
1

1( 2 )i i i

l n ni ni

n nT T
x

T T T
t
   

  


 
    (2.41) 

Once again, i gives the time index and n the spatial node. Equation 2.41 is represented in vector 

notation by 

1 1i i i

T T AT
 

       (2.42) 

which can be rearranged to give 

1

( )
i i

NI A T T


       (2.43) 

1 1( )
i i

NT I A T
        (2.44) 

Here IN is the identity matrix of order N, the total number of spatial nodes. The Stefan condition 

is updated after each iteration of Equation 2.44 through a simple explicit finite differencing of 

Equation 2.28. 
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1 1 1

1( )i i i i

layer layer

t
h h T T

x

  




  


     (2.45) 

 The term ‘layer’ refers to the nodal index of the phase interface layer. The temperature at 

the interface is always Tm, but programming it as in Equation 2.45 provides a self-check to 

ensure that the layer is moving and the A matrix is updated properly. When the layer melts 

sufficiently, a new row of the central difference scheme is added, thus allowing the temperature 

to evolve in the newly liquid node. The matrix diagonalization follows the same as the solution 

to the insulated slab. The A matrix is simply adjusted to suit the melting ice formulation. 

 

2.3 – Richardson Acceleration Algorithm 

 The Richardson extrapolation is performed by expanding the error of the Taylor series 

solution. As an example, consider if the temperature profile were only a function of space. The 

numerical simulation T(∆x) would have error of the form 

( ) ( )k

trueT T x O x         (2.46) 

Now representing O(∆x
 k
) as a series, one obtains 

1

1 2( ) ...k k

trueT T x A x A x            (2.47) 

where A1 onward are unknown coefficients that represent the derivatives of T. A more refined 

numerical estimate, T(∆x), can be found if the spatial discretization is halved. 

1

1 2 1
...

2 2 2

k k

true k k

x x x
T T A A





   
    

 
   (2.48) 

By multiplying Equation 2.48 by 2
k
 and subtracting Equation 2.47 from the result, one obtains 

 
1

1

1 1 2 2(2 1) 2 ( ) ...
2 2

k
k k k k k

true

x x
T T T x A x A x A A x


  

            
 

 (2.49) 

The A1 terms cancel, and renaming the combined An terms as Bn leads to 
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1

2

2 ( )
2

...
(2 1)

k

k

true k

x
T T x

T B x 

 
  

    


   (2.50) 

Finally, calling the first term TR, the refined Richardson extrapolation, one can see that the order 

of the error has been increased by one. 

1( ) ( )k

true RT T x O x         (2.51) 

It is clear that k, the order of the original discretization, must be known. The algorithm can be 

performed again, and this secondary extrapolation is called an acceleration. It is only limited by 

how many times ∆x is halved. Though this case was given for a Taylor expansion in one 

dimension, the acceleration can be performed with time as well. The only difference is that the 

polynomial nature of the Taylor expansion will lead to the form 

1 1 1( , ) ( )...k k k k

trueT T x t A x B t C x t            (2.52) 

where Cn represent the values of mixed partial derivatives. An and Bn here represent the values of 

higher order partial derivatives in only their respective dimensions. This is simplified when h is 

set proportional to ∆t. 

x t       (2.53) 

Equation 2.53 allows the various coefficients to be grouped together, so that An, Bn, Cn, and Ω 

are subsumed into Dn 

1

1( , ) ...k k

true nT T x t D x D x            (2.54) 

Now one can see that it becomes trivial to apply Richardson acceleration to the previous 

numerical solutions. The ratio between the discretized space and time dimensions must be 

chosen with care, however. The selection is based on stability considerations given by the CFL 

limit, as explained in Section 3.4. By performing the acceleration many times, a tableau of 

approximations is generated. 
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2,2 4,1
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The first TR superscripts give the number of Richardson extrapolations performed to obtain that 

value, and the second superscript is simply to highlight that each value is unique. The lower and 

upper diagonals will be used for comparison of relative errors. Though it is commonly the 

practice to only compare the bottom diagonal (Terranova et al 2013), this study will consider the 

upper diagonal as well. Intuitively, one expects the furthermost point of the table to give the best 

value. From the perspective of incrementally ‘building up’ the table while performing the 

simulation, the upper diagonal is that furthermost value at each iteration. The lower diagonal is 

known only at the end of the iteration process, but it is based upon the most refined simulation 

mesh. This is why it will also be considered in the results.
 

 

2.5 - Wynn’s Epsilon Acceleration 

 The Wynn-epsilon algorithm is a nonlinear transformation performed on any sequence 

with a limit to a true solution. Here the sequence approximates the solution of the PDE. It is not 

necessarily known that it will always work (Weniger 196). However, others have seen significant 

acceleration gains in engineering systems (Terranova et al 2013, Previti et al 2013). In the case 
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of the heat conduction equation, the likelihood of acceleration is high because the analytical form 

of the solution is given in a Fourier series. In evaluating the analytical solution, an approximation 

is found from the partial sum 

0

i n

n i

i

s a




      (2.56) 

because the exact solution is given by an infinite summation. The true solution, s, can be better 

approximated by the sequence proposed by Daniel Shanks (Weniger 1989). 
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The delta operator refers to the difference between partial sums, and k>n  

1n j n j n js s s           (2.58) 

Substituting in the original partial sum definition given by Equation 2.56, the representation is 
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Equation 2.59 states that the true solution is approximated by the partial sum sn and a second, 

higher sum of an+1, an+2, … an+k, values weighted by cj. When Equation 2.59 is considered to be 

an exact equality and 2k unique partial sums are used, one can set up a system of linear equations 

with Equation 2.57. There exist k+1 unknowns that are given by the weighting coefficients and 

the approximate solution s. As such, Cramer’s rule can be used to find an approximation of ek(sn) 

(Weniger 1989, Wynn 1956). 
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Like TR(∆x) of the Richardson approximation, ek(sn) gives the accelerated approximation of s. 

This comparison makes it readily apparent that the general ek(sn) transformation is nonlinear. The 

transformation is still an approximation because Equation 2.57 only becomes an exact equality 

when k→∞. The bottom-most term ∆sn+2k-1 shows why 2k original values are needed from the 

mesh refinements. In the case of the conducting block, those sn values are given by the refined 

grid solutions for T(t=6000 s, x=0.5 m). The transformation shows that Wynn’s epsilon 

algorithm depends on an asymptotic convergence of the numerical solutions. 

As is, the acceleration is difficult to use. In general, the evaluation of the determinants 

demands a very large expansion of smaller sub-determinants, leading to a long computational 

period. Further, only one value is obtained at the end. Wynn proved that the following algorithm 

can be used to quickly determine the transformations (Wynn 1959). Provided that the following 

are true for n=0,1,2.. 

0

n

ns       (2.61) 

1 0n        (2.62) 

then the following recursion is used: 
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Equation 2.63 appears to have an inherent problem. What happens if the difference in the 

denominator evaluates to zero? Wynn stated that the absence of infinities is required for the 

algorithm (Wynn 1956). However, in practice this means that the offending terms can be simply 

dropped from the original sn sequence. There is no requirement for ‘regular spacing’ of the 

partial sums. After utilizing Equation 2.63, the ek(sn) transformations are now given by the even 

epsilons. 

2 ( )n

k k ne s       (2.64) 

Here k and n are simply the indices that indicate their location in the following tableau (Sidi 

1996). The elements given by Equation 2.63 are often called lozenges because of their rhombus 

shape in the following: 
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The odd k columns are not approximations, though they are needed to determine the 

accelerations. The k=0 epsilon column is populated with the numerical solutions in the order of 

grid refinements performed (going downwards). When the algorithm is applied, the lozenges 

furthest to the right will usually be the best converged since they utilize the most original data. 

These values are represented by the upper diagonal, which is added to with grid refinement 

(called iteration). When an even number of iterations is performed, as shown here, the furthest 

point is not a useful value. However, a new acceleration is obtained just below the previous 
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‘furthest’ lozenge. Because of this, the upper diagonal contains m-1 accelerations, where m 

represents the number of mesh refinements.  

The bottom diagonal is based upon the best simulation values because the higher order 

partial sums are given by the most refined numerical meshes. As such, the bottom diagonal is 

considered as well. In this case, there is no analogy to the stair-stepping of the upper diagonal. 

The lower is only obtained at the completion of the iteration procedure for each refinement. To 

find the relative error of these values, the previous ε(m,k-2) is used for comparison. Two vectors 

of relative errors are subsequently generated for the upper and lower diagonals.  
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Section 3 – Results and Discussion 

3.1 – Insulated Slab Results 

 The conducting slab was simulated with three methods: matrix diagonalization, second-

order method finite differencing, and first-order finite differencing. The order refers to the order 

of the backwards discretization scheme in the time dimension. All three solutions used the 

central difference formula in space, as described in the methods section. 

Table 3.1 – Diagonalization comparison to literature (Cutlip and Shacham 2007). 

 

Source Method 

of Lines Diagonalization 

Distance 

(m) node T (
o
C) node T (

o
C) 

0 1 0 1 0 

0.2 3 31.71 3 31.710 

0.4 5 58.49 5 58.492 

0.6 7 77.46 7 77.460 

0.8 9 88.22 9 88.223 

1 11 91.66 11 91.662 

 

 As shown in Table 3.1, the predicted temperature profiles match those of the source 

material, which provided four significant figures. The data points are compared at 6000 seconds, 

and the number of nodes leads to a ∆x of 0.2 m. Only diagonalization is shown because it is a 

method of lines simulation, similar to the source (Sadiku and Obiozor 2000). It remains 

analytical in time in a similar manner to the POLYMATH solution to the system of ordinary 

differential equations given by Equation 2.12 (Cutlip and Shacham 2007).  
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Figure 3.1 - Numerical (X) and analytic (continuous line) temperature profiles at many locations. 

The example profiles shown in Figure 3.1 were generated with the 1
st
 order method, 

where ∆t=100 seconds, ∆x=0.125 m. One can see that the numerical method generally leads to 

underestimates of the analytic series solution (Appendix B.5). The analytical solution was 

developed from separation of variables and an eigenfunction expansion, which will be left to the 

reader to derive (McQuarrie 2009). The analytic solution used 50 terms in the series, and for the 

purposes here it will only be used to show that the numerical model converges towards the 

correct temperature. 
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Figure 3.2 – Convergence of temperature profiles (∆x=0.001953125, ∆t=0.030517578125). 

By comparing Figures 3.1 and 3.2, it is clear that the temperature profiles converge 

upwards towards the correct values at each point in the slab. The mesh arises from the second-

most refined grid in the process of convergence analysis and acceleration. To begin the 

convergence comparison of the three numerical methods, the simulations were iterated over 

many discretized meshes for a total of 9 data points at T(x=0.5, t=6000). The number of nodes 

ranged from 9 to 1025 in regular doubling increments, and the number of time points varied from 

5 to 16385 in multiples of four. This iteration process maintained a single CFL value of 0.016. It 

should be noted that the number of time points was irrelevant for matrix diagonalization, which 

is analytic in time. As such, the temperature at 6000 seconds was calculated directly for the 

relative errors comparison. The relative errors were determined for the numerical model, 

Richardson acceleration, and Wynn’s epsilon algorithm. 
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Figures 3.4 and 3.5 - Relative errors of 1
st
 order and 2

nd
 order explicit methods. 

 The accuracy of the time-explicit models is compared in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The upper 

and lower values represent the upper and lower diagonals along their respective acceleration 
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tables, as discussed in Section 1.5. Simple refers to the relative error between the current and 

previous iterations of the simulation, without acceleration. From the figures, it is clear that the 

convergence of the 1
st
 order method was slightly faster. The 1

st
 order method obtained a lowest 

relative error of 6.90E-10 through Wynn-epsilon acceleration, while the 2
nd

 order simulation 

resulted in a best error of 1.45E-9 from Wynn’s algorithm. This was unexpected, because the 2
nd

 

order scheme should provide more accuracy, thereby leading to a faster convergence. This was 

not the case, and requires further explanation. The most likely cause is that the 2
nd

 order scheme 

requires two data points (in time) to get started. Because it lacked this, the error of the first time 

step propagated and led to behavior similar to the 1
st
 order method. 

 

Figure 3.6 - Relative errors of matrix diagonalization. 

Matrix diagonalization proved to be the most accurate method, as anticipated. Following spatial 

grid refinements, an acceleration error on the order of 10
-13

 demonstrated a valuable advantage 
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for matrix diagonalization. This was an improvement of five orders of magnitude compared to 

the simple error, as shown in Table 3.2.  

 Table 3.2- Insulated slab error slopes and lowest relative errors 

 

Logarithmic Slopes Order of Best Error 

 

1st Order 

Lines 

2nd Order 

Lines 

Matrix 

Diag 

1st Order 

Lines 

2nd Order 

Lines 

Matrix 

Diag 

Simple 1.63 1.80 1.87 1.08E-05 1.24E-05 1.50E-07 

Low Rich 0.61 0.62 0.06 1.54E-07 1.21E-07 8.17E-11 

High Rich 2.09 2.26 2.25 1.54E-07 1.21E-07 3.95E-08 

Low Wynn 2.17 2.29 0.86 6.90E-10 1.45E-09 1.79E-13 

High Wynn 2.73 3.06 3.91 6.90E-10 1.45E-09 4.83E-12 

 

Though matrix diagonalization was the most accurate, it was by far the slowest method 

computationally. The computational run times for each iteration were recorded and compared 

across all models in Figure 3.6. In order to make the comparison exact, the diagonalization 

model stepped through time. For example, a ∆t of one second led to 6000 data points at each 

node, even though diagonalization allows the T(x=0.5, t=6000) data point to be calculated 

directly. 
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Figure 3.6 – Comparison of temperature computation times. 

 From Figure 3.5, it is clear that diagonalization takes an inordinate amount of time, over 

an hour and a half for the 8
th

 iteration. This illustrated the purpose of acceleration methods; a 

simpler, faster numerical model can be used and its results accelerated to obtain better accuracy 

than a more sophisticated numerical model. For illustration, compare the simple error of matrix 

diagonalization to the accelerated errors of the finite difference schemes. Two to three orders of 

magnitude were gained, and with a negligible increase in computational time. The longest time 

requirement for either acceleration function was only 0.005 seconds. 

Table 3.2 shows that the Richardson acceleration was the less effective acceleration. 

Every numerical model obtains a lower relative error through Richardson acceleration than 

through Wynn’s algorithm. In the cases that the best low and high values are the same, the 

furthest point on the acceleration table obtained the lowest relative error. It is interesting to note 

that Richardson acceleration lead to a slightly better convergence for the 2
nd

 order finite 
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difference when compared to the 1
st
 order method. This is indicative of the rigidness of 

Richardson acceleration; one must know the order of the discretization errors in order to apply 

the algorithm correctly. In the case of mixed orders between the space and time discretizations, 

Richardson acceleration must simply be tried for both extrapolation coefficients k=1,2. The 1
st
 

order finite difference solution was a mix of central and first order backward difference schemes, 

and a k value of two was shown to work better than a value of one. The 2
nd

 order solution 

method was second order in the error expansions of both dimensions, and this is why it achieved 

a better Richardson acceleration. 

 

 

3.2: Melting Ice Results 

 The diagonalization and implicit discretization methods were simulated and compared 

with equal space and time discretizations for every iteration. The number of time points ranged 

from 4 to 16,384 in multiples of four. Likewise, the number of spatial nodes ranged from 9 to 

513 in multiples of 2. In all, two Matlab scripts were set to run seven iterations for testing the 

Wynn and Richardson acceleration methods. These programs are given in Appendix B. The 

diagonalization and implicit scripts require the Wynn and Richardson functions to run as given in 

Appendix E. 
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Figures 3.7 and 3.8 - Refining melt layer and temperature profiles. 

The red and blue points in the plots represent diagonalization and implicit discretization 

models, respectively. As the mesh is refined, the profiles converge downwards for melt front and 
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upwards for temperature. The numerical models agree as well; the implicit simulation was 

performed second and simply overlaps the diagonalization points. The temperature profile in 

Figure 3.7 is for the location at x=0.00125 m, and is shown to approach to To=280 K in time. The 

temperature, To, is the heat source to the system, so the approach confirms that the model is 

behaving as expected. However, the results in Figure 3.8 do not agree with the paper by 

Kurschner et al., which motivated this portion of the study (2008). This requires further 

explanation, as follows. 

 

Figure 3.9 - Reference melt profiles (Kurschner et al 2008). 

 For the current work, compare Figure 3.7 to the ‘no salt’ profile of Figure 3.9. The 

absolute movement penetration of the reference melt front was an order of magnitude larger than 

that of this study. This issue was resolved through a numerical thought experiment, which 

demonstrated that the Kurschner et al. results were physically impossible. The details of the 

experiment are given in Appendix C. 
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Figures 3.10 and 3.11 – Melt front relative errors of diagonalized and implicit models. 
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The relative errors of both models are given in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. The physical data 

of interest was the melt front movement after 400 seconds, with an initial layer of 0.00125 m and 

a To of 280 K. The relative difference was found between the most refined data point and the 

previous, whether that be the less refined mesh or the previous acceleration prediction on the 

lozenge tableau. The smallest error was on the order of 10
-6

. The result compares poorly to the 

error of 10
-12

 in the conducting block. One must note, though that the nature of a melting block 

of ice is multiphysical and therefore nonlinear. Within the code, the temperature profile is solved 

and the Stefan condition then determines the melt front movement. In actuality, the profile 

evolves simultaneously with a roving melt front. The discrete updating of the boundary condition 

introduces an unavoidable time lag that is not reflected in the continuum nature of real ice. 

A new behavior arose in the accelerations results. For the insulated slab, the accelerations 

trended downwards consistently. In modeling the melting of ice, the accelerations ‘bounce’ 

upwards beyond a certain iteration. It is most readily apparent in the Richardson lower diagonal, 

which is the most regular. This behavior implies that the acceleration has approached the limit of 

its efficacy for the numerical model, and matches the trends found in the literature (Terranova et 

al 2013). In the Richardson case, the loss in accuracy is brought about by error propagation of 

the extrapolation process. One can readily see from Equation 2.49 where this error arises. 

1
1

1 1 2 2(2 1) 2 ( ) ...
2 2

k
k k k k k

true

x x
T T T x A x A x A A x


  

            
 

 (2.49) 

Essentially, the A1 coefficients may not be exactly equivalent across refinements of the 

discretized space. They are equal in the error expansion, but not always numerically because of 

rounding error. Therefore the cancellation of the A1∆x
k
 terms will not take place to the full 

machine accuracy. Instead, a small-decimal error may arise in the subtraction process, leaving a 
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residual error that grows when repeatedly extrapolated. The behavior is most pronounced in the 

modelling of the symmetric insulated block, which will be discussed in Section 3.3. 

 Unlike Richardson acceleration, Wynn’s algorithm usually settles near its maximum 

accuracy (Terranova et al 2013, Previti et al 2011). Here, a difference arose between this study 

and the literature. Figure 3.10 agrees with this trend, but Figure 3.11 clearly shows that Wynn 

algorithm bounces up beyond even the simple error. It is possible that the Wynn behavior is 

simply due to a smaller number of simulation points, and a settling behavior would be found 

upon more iterations. However, this behavior is better explained by the convergence trend of the 

implicit model itself, as will be explained in detail shortly. 

As in the conducting block model, it is again apparent that diagonalization achieved the 

smallest relative error. However, Figures 3.10 and 3.11 indicate that it required Wynn epsilon 

acceleration to do so. From these figures, one can also see that diagonalization had a slightly 

higher simple error. More convergent behavior for the implicit model was not expected, but it 

can be explained by the following argument. 
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Figure 3.12 and 3.13 - Final melt penetrations versus iteration number and space mesh size. 

 Figure 3.13 must be read from right to left, in the direction of refining ∆x. From both 

figures, it is clear that the diagonalization model consistently predicted a higher value. This is 
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why the simple relative error of the implicit method is lower; it appears to converge faster. As 

shown in the conducting block portion, diagonalization was more accurate than an explicit Euler 

scheme because it is analytic in time. Although the nonlinearity of the Stefan problem causes a 

time lag, one would expect diagonalization to still be more accurate than an implicit scheme.  

This study has concluded that diagonalization is still the most accurate method in terms 

of relative error. Why the discrepancy, then? From Figure 3.7, it is apparent that the implicit 

method leads to some stepping character in the temperature evolution. Both models exhibited 

this behavior with a large spatial discretization, but the plot shows that the implicit model has 

more stepping points. This means that the melt front has moved slowly enough for the 

temperature to approach equilibration. These are the horizontally moving portions of the blue 

points. In other words, the inaccuracy in the implicit solution to the temperature profile 

erroneously slowed down the melt front.  

Table 3.3 - Temperature Comparisons in Two Locations (∆t = 1 s, ∆x = 7.8125E-05 m) 

 
Diagonalization (K) Implicit (K) 

Initial Melt Location 277.3017 277.2821 

Sublayer 273.1640 273.1614 

 

Table 3.3 gives a representative example of this temperature difference at 400 seconds. 

The initial location refers to the node at which the melt front began, and the sublayer refers to the 

node nearest to the melt interface. A discrete method can result in over or underestimates of the 

true solution, and in this case an underestimate in temperature was beneficial for the implicit 

model. The underestimate led to a smaller driving force for the melt front movement, giving the 

appearance of faster convergence to a low melt penetration. There is another reason 

diagonalization can be considered more accurate; its accelerations obtained a better relative 

error. Both acceleration methods are based upon a regular approach to the true value. From 
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Figure 3.13, it is clear that diagonalization was more consistent. If a linear trend line is fit to both 

curves, the R
2
 values are 0.997 and 0.984 for diagonalized and implicit solutions, respectively. 

This also explains the ‘bounce’ of the Wynn results in Figure 3.11. The implicit approach to 

convergence is simply more irregular. 

 In an attempt to improve the relative error, the diagonalization procedure was modified to 

include the Stefan condition within the A matrix. As a method of lines, diagonalization can lump 

together the temperature profile and melt front calculations. This practice simply leads to a larger 

system of ordinary differential equations to solve, and a modified A matrix (Appendix F). The 

gains in accuracy were less effective, however. In Figure 3.14 for example, the final Wynn point 

has bounced up to match the simple relative error. 

  

Figure 3.14 – Combined diagonalization results for melt front at 400 seconds. 

 When comparing Figures 3.14 and 3.10, it is apparent that the Wynn acceleration became 

less effective in the combined diagonalization model. However, a slight improvement in the 
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simple error was obtained, as expected. The simple error in Figure 3.14 crosses the 10
-3

 

threshold. The gain was brought about because simultaneous calculation of the Stefan condition 

and temperature profile removes a single time lag. It became clear at the end of this study that 

the nodal update of the melt front leads to a larger time lag than necessary, however. Rather than 

waiting for h(t) to advance sufficiently to pass a predetermined spatial node, the first movement 

can be used to generate a new ∆x that is specific to the melt region. This will reduce the 

numerical time-lag, which is imposed by the nonlinear multiphysics of melting. It is left for 

further study, however. For the purposes of the remaining analyses, only the original 

(uncombined) diagonalization will be considered. 

In a second attempt to improve accuracy, the diagonalization model was used for a 

different iteration process. Instead of doubling the number of spatial nodes and quadrupling the 

number of temporal points, one dimension was held constant while the other was increased 

incrementally by time points or spatial nodes, as may be the case. The advantage here is that the 

time to compute need not be lengthened. Rather than moving further down the asymptote in 

Figure 3.10, the model can create many more iterations at an intermediate region along the 

asymptote. For comparison, the original 7
th

 iteration took ten minutes, while the 4
th

 took only a 

few seconds. By accelerating many more points in the region of the current original 4
th

 iteration, 

the goal is to create ‘numerical momentum’ in order to converge to a better value. The proposed 

accelerations are performed in the circled region of Figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.15 – Region of incremental acceleration for matrix diagonalization. 

The procedure of incrementally adding two spatial or time points can only be used with Wynn 

acceleration.  Richardson acceleration relies on regular division of the discretized dimensions, as 

shown in Section 1.4. 
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Figure 3.16 - Diagonalization iterations in the space dimension (∆t=1.5625 seconds). 

Diagonalization was chosen because it was likely to produce more regular asymptotic 

behavior. The graph in Figure 3.16 must be read from right to left, in the direction of 

successively refined discretizations. The fixed value of ∆t is 1.5625 seconds. Beyond a certain 

mesh refinement, the results diverged. Though it was unclear why at first, the CFL values were 

recorded at each iteration and compared. At the moment of divergence, the CFL value exceeded 

1100 due to a shrinking divisor, ∆x. From the conducting block problem, it was known that a 

CFL value of less than one was required for stability. However, that was only the case for an 

explicit solution in time. The diagonalization and implicit schemes can tolerate higher values, 

though not without limit. In the original seven iterations of Figure 3.11, the discretizations were 

changed such that the CFL condition remained a constant 33.97. The iteration process was 

repeated within the stable region and compared to its counterpart: iterations in time but with a 
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fixed ∆x. The result of the latter did not diverge because the CFL value shrinks with a decreasing 

∆t.  

 

Figures 3.16 and 3.17 - Diagonalization iterations in time and space dimensions. 
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By comparing these to Figure 3.15, one can see that all three curves cross each other 

simultaneously, though from different approaches. In the latter cases, 25 iterations were 

performed in less than two minutes of run time.  

 

Figure 3.19 and 3.20 - Acceleration errors for single-valued ∆t and ∆x iterations 
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One can see that further acceleration was achieved. However, the behavior of the 

accelerated errors was highly irregular. The accelerated values were most often worse than the 

original simulation values. From the previous discussion on implicit convergence, one can 

conclude that this type of iteration approach is also irregular in its trend towards the true answer. 

An order of 10
-8

 was obtained, though. The value that corresponds to the smallest relative error 

of each acceleration was compared across both models and all iterations processes. 

Table 3.4 - Most accurate melt front predictions by method 

 
Implicit Diagonalization Single ∆t Single ∆x 

Simple 0.00328125 0.00328384 0.00330606 0.00331103 

Richardson 0.00327903 0.00327944 N/A N/A 

Wynn 0.00327851 0.003278573 0.00330405 0.00331444 

  

From the table, it is clear that generating 25 iterations in the less accurate region did not 

lead to significant acceleration gains. The simulated melt penetration is converging to a value of 

approximately 0.0032 m. This study concluded that the Wynn diagonalization value is most 

likely the correct answer; it represents the lowest acceleration error from the most reliable 

numerical model. In modeling other systems, a finite differencing scheme is recommended if 

computational time is important to the programmer. When extreme accuracy becomes a priority, 

diagonalization and other semi-analytic schemes should be utilized, both for their simple 

accuracy and acceleration potential. 
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Figure 3.21 – Comparison of melt computational times. 

 Figure 3.21 illustrates why the implicit scheme is recommended for saving computational 

time. Diagonalization required over 40 minutes for the last iteration, while the implicit scheme 

ran for just seconds on the 7
th

 iteration. Once again, this demonstrated the utility of convergence 

acceleration. The accelerated results of the implicit model were better than the simple semi-

analytic diagonalization results, as shown in Table 3.4 and Figures 3.12 and 3.13. 
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3.3: Matrix Diagonalization Stability Considerations  

 

Figure 3.22 - Evolution of positive eigenvalues in the conducting block simulation 

 Figure 3.22 demonstrates the most significant drawback to matrix diagonalization. As ∆x 

became successively smaller, the positive eigenvalues of the diagonal matrix grew in magnitude. 

Problems can arise because in the evaluation of the exponential matrix; the eigenvalue was 

multiplied by time. This can lead to sudden returns of infinite values when the exponential term 

is calculated, and with no warning or unstable behavior. Although the largest eigenvalue 

obtained was on the order of 10
-8

 seconds, it is conceivable that another physical system may 

lead to instability more quickly. In this study it was not relevant because the model would have 

to calculate temperature out to approximately 10
10 

seconds prior to failure.  

In examining Figure 3.5, one should notice that the simple error is very regular except for 

at one iteration. This is due to the positive eigenvalues that are localized to certain regions in the 
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calculation. To demonstrate this, a different location in the slab, namely T(x = 0.75, t =6000), 

was accelerated. The subsequent error discrepancy had moved. 

 

Figure 3.23 - Symmetric diagonalization results for conducting slab 

Furthermore, a symmetric slab was modeled in order to simulate the insulated boundary 

condition more naturally – a symmetric temperature profile gives rise to the same no flux 

condition. This case possessed no irregular simple errors in Figure 3.23, and generated no 

positive eigenvalues. The symmetric simulation required a completely uniform A matrix, as 

shown in Appendix A. In the half slab, a backward second order difference scheme was used to 

obtain the last row of the A matrix. Therefore it is believed that the positive eigenvalues arose 

from rounding errors in the ‘communication’ between central and backwards finite differences at 

the insulated boundary of the half slab. Though giving much better accelerations, the symmetric 

slab was not modeled for the rest of this study. An asymmetry in the A matrix was anticipated to 

be a requirement to attempt more sophisticated problems. It was later shown that the Stefan 
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problem allows for a symmetric tridiagonal A matrix, and positive eigenvalues were never 

encountered. 

The proposed explanation leads to another consideration for matrix diagonalization. The 

use of differing discretization schemes may lead to positive eigenvalues and subsequent failure. 

In the case that the matrix diagonalization fails over a set time scale, a simple solution can be 

employed to resolve the problem. Due to a programming error in a coefficient of the A matrix, 

this issue was encountered and a successful workaround developed. The method was performed 

by dividing the desired final time into discrete time steps, then updating the T(t=0) vector 

according to the previous calculation. This is illustrated in the use of Equation 2.22. 

1 (0)Dt

fT Qe Q T      (2.22) 

The subscript f was added to reflect the temperature vector at the final time. If two time steps are 

required to avoid failure, then the following is equivalent. The first temperature step, T1 is found 

12
1 (0)

t
D

T Qe Q T      (3.1) 

which can be repeated to find T2 

12
2 1

t
D

T Qe Q T      (3.2) 

1 12 2 (0)
t t

D D

Qe Q Qe Q T 
 

  
 

            (3.3) 

12 2 (0)
t t

D D

Qe e Q T              (3.4) 

1 (0)DtQe Q T              (3.5) 

It is clear that Equation 3.5 is equivalent to Equation 2.22. The two methods (time-stepping and 

direct calculation) are mathematically identical due to the product of powers property of the 
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exponential. This approach can be used with any number of time steps to avoid failures caused 

by positive eigenvalues.  

 There is another approach to limiting the effect of the positive eigenvalues. 

Diagonalization only requires that the A matrix contain the necessary finite difference 

coefficients. It need not contain the constants (α, ∆x) that multiply into it. To observe the change 

in positive eigenvalues, the constants were varied over 6 mesh refinements of the insulating slab 

model. 

Table 3.5 – Positive eigenvalues for several A matrices 

nodes A*α A*α/∆x
2
 A A/∆x

2
 

5 0 0 3.88E-15 6.21E-14 

9 0 0 5.28E-15 3.38E-13 

17 2.34E-20 5.99E-18 0 0 

33 0 0 0 0 

65 5.11E-18 2.09E-14 4.13E-13 1.69E-09 

129 1.34E-17 2.20E-13 6.51E-13 1.07E-08 

 

 Table 3.5 is arranged in the order of increasing scalar coefficients, from left to right. It is 

readily apparent that having smaller values in the A matrix will lead to smaller positive 

eigenvalues, and thus more stability. A word of caution is necessary, here. Changing the front 

coefficient means that the Matlab expression expm(At) cannot be used, because pulling the 

scalars out in front will simply lead to the same evaluation within Matlab. Instead, the Q, D 

expression should be used in Equation 2.21. 
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3.4: The CFL Condition 

 

Figure 3.24 - Growth of the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy value (∆t = 0.05 s). 

 The explicit finite difference scheme has a condition that can be immediately evaluated to 

determine the stability over any time interval, and prior to the actual program run. The CFL 

condition states that the discretization mesh must be greater than the true physical wave of the 

PDE. In this case the thermal diffusivity α characterizes the wave speed of heat transfer, though 

the CFL condition can be applied to other transport systems. The CFL value is the multiplication 

of the ∆t and ∆x
2
 values with α, and it must be less than one for the model to be numerically 

stable (Trefethen 1996). As Figure 3.24 shows, the CFL value predicts that the simulation 

becomes unstable at 1025 nodes. This was proven in the use of the model, as infinite values were 

returned within the first five time steps. When modeling the slab conduction with 
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diagonalization, the CFL value is not a relevant parameter because this method is analytic in 

time, and does not possess a time discretization. 

 The CFL value was relevant for all models in the solution to the Stefan problem. The 

update in the Stefan condition introduced a time lag to the diagonalization solution, so in a sense 

the simulation ‘gained’ a time mesh. Because the implicit and diagonalization methods were 

more sophisticated than the explicit finite difference schemes, a higher CFL value was tolerated. 

This is evident in Figure 3.21. Though a higher stability limit is an advantage in terms of 

available meshes to use, the instability threshold is not known prior to running the simulation. 

The diagonalization method became unstable at a CFL of 1100, which had to be found through 

successive mesh refinements.  

 

Figure 3.25 - Implicit model divergence for melting ice. 
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 Again, the above figure must be read from right to left. The fixed ∆t value was one 

second. It is clear that temperature and melt front calculations both began to diverge in the region 

of a 1.65E-5 m spatial discretization. This correlated to a CFL of 1000. The result sheds light on 

the nature of the divergence; it arises from failure to model the elliptical PDE rather than the 

Stefan condition. If the melt front and temperature profiles had diverged at different mesh 

refinements, the opposite would be true because the Stefan condition is based upon the prior 

PDE solution. 
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Section 4: Conclusions and Recommendations 

 As the only semi-analytic method, matrix diagonalization was the most accurate 

numerical simulation. However, it required a significant amount of computational time. This 

validated the use of acceleration methods. Wynn’s epsilon algorithm and Richardson 

acceleration can both aid simple finite differencing models by producing accuracy gains beyond 

the capabilities of an unaided, mathematically sophisticated simulation. This will save significant 

computational time for the programmer. Matrix diagonalization was also accelerated, however, 

to demonstrate that a semi-analytic numerical solution has a higher acceleration potential. It has 

a more regular approach to the true solution, which proves to be useful in the acceleration 

algorithms. 

 Although it was far more accurate, matrix diagonalization is sometimes difficult to use 

due to its compact formulation. The mathematical conciseness can lead to unforeseen stability 

issues. Positive eigenvalues can arise from the use of differing discretization schemes, and this 

should be avoided when possible through the use of physical symmetries. The CFL condition 

allows the stability of explicit finite difference solutions to be known a priori. It also provides a 

measure of the stability for multiphysics problems, though the value is not always known 

beforehand. 

 With only two exceptions, Wynn’s epsilon algorithm was the most effective acceleration 

method. Because the analytic solution to the heat conduction PDE is given by a Fourier sine 

series, it intuitively makes sense that the numerical solutions were similar to partial summations 

in their convergence behavior. In other words, they were regularly asymptotic. Wynn’s algorithm 

also demonstrated a higher degree of flexibility in its application since it does not require a 

regular division of discretized mesh size. Linearly increasing the number of nodes did not 
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produce a better melt front approximation than acceleration along a constant CFL value, 

however. The latter iteration process requires more computational time, but it is recommended if 

accuracy is the priority. Though Wynn was most often the best method, it is difficult to anticipate 

the more effective acceleration beforehand. For further work, it is recommended that both 

accelerations be used because they require a negligible amount of computational time. 

Practically speaking, it is also suggested that the accelerations be run simultaneously 

across grid refinements. In engineering problems a specific amount of relative error is desired, so 

performing accelerations after each grid refinement will allow the programmer to stop the 

refinement process intelligently. A simple logic statement would suffice for exiting the program 

loop. Here, the focus was the nature of convergence acceleration itself. That is why no specific 

relative error was desired, and the accelerations were performed a posteriori. 

 To obtain more accurate results in the simulation of a moving boundary problem, it is 

recommended that the programmer use a changing ∆x in the melt region. This will remove some 

of the time lag imposed by the updating of the Stefan Condition. In addition to this, one could 

iteratively calculate the temperature and melt front penetration at each step. This would verify 

self-consistency for the melt front movement, and likely improve the accuracy to further times.  
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Appendix A: Symmetric Conducting Block 

 They symmetric conduction problem was considered in order to clarify the eigenvalue 

behavior of the matrix diagonalization solution. The problem is similar to the insulated half slab, 

though it requires a slightly different formulation and simulation. 

A.1: Symmetric Formulation 

 The symmetric slab is obtained by simply reflecting the half slab given in Methods 1.1. 

The length of the slab is doubled to 2.0 meters, along with the subsequent number of nodes N. 

 

Figure A.1 – Symmetric block diagram. 

The formulation is given by the following, where temperature is in degrees Celsius and α is 2E-5 

m
2
/s. 

2

2

T T

t x


 


 
  (0 2)x     (A.1) 

0,   0,2T x        (A.2) 

0, 1
T

x
x


 


      (A.3) 
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100,   0T t        (A.4) 

The A.3 boundary condition arises from the symmetry of the temperature profile within the 

block. There will always be a local minimum or maximum, and this is why the formulation will 

naturally give rise to a zero heat flux condition at x=1 m. This means that the A matrix to be used 

in diagonalization is 

2

0 0 0

1 2 1 0 0

0 1 2 1

1 2 1 0

0 0 0 0 0

A
h



 
 


 
 

  
 
 
 
 

    (A.5) 

Because A is tridiagonal symmetric, it will have no positive eigenvalues for any size N x N. The 

final numerical solution is the same as Equation 1.19, where expm() is a Matlab function. 

( ) (0)T At Texpm      (A.6) 
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A.2: Symmetric Block Script of Diagonalized Acceleration 

%This code uses Matrix Diagonalization to solve the heat transfer problem 

%of a slab of 2 m thickness which has both outer surfaces set to a 

%temperature of zero C while the rest of the slab is 100 C 

%instead of plotting the evolution of a single node through time, it will 

%plot the convergence of a single node at time=6000 s as n increases 

 

clear all 

 

tic; 

finalt = 6000; %comparing after 6000 seconds 

x = 2; %slab of length = 2 m 

a = 2E-5; %thermal diffusivity in m^/s 

n = 5; %initial number of nodes 

j = 1; %iteration number 

k = 2; %Central difference was used for the A matrix so k = 2 for Richardson Acceleration 

node = 2; %node is the fixed location for comparing the various temperatures 

 

while j<=9 

 

    node = 2*node-1; %keeps the temperature of interest in the same x=0.5 m 

    n = 2*n-1; 

    dx = x/(n-1); 

 

    % below makes the tridiagonal matrix A for the central difference formula 

    low = ones(n-1,1); 

    mid = ones(n,1)*-2; 

    high = ones(n-1,1); 

    A = gallery('tridiag',low,mid,high); 

    A(1,1) = 0; 

    A(1,2) = 0; 

    A(n,n) = 0; 

    A(n,n-1) = 0; 

    A = A*a/dx^2; 

 

    [V,D] = eigs(A,n); %V is the eigenvector matrix, D the diagonal eigenvals 

    lambdas = diag(D); %All the eigenvalues are in this vector now. 

    [r,c,ignore] = find(lambdas>0); %finds the indices (r,c) of lambdas for which its values are 

positive 

    CheckEigens=isempty(r); 

    %the below statements are to keep track of the positive eigenvalues 

 

    if CheckEigens==0 

        p = 1; 

        location(j)=r(p)/n; 

        while p<=length(r) 

            poseigens(j,p) = lambdas(r(p)); 

            p=p+1; 

        end 

 

    end 
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    To = ones(n,1)*100; %initialize all nodes to equal 100 C 

    To(1) = 0; %Set the first node to 0 deg C 

    To(n) = 0; 

    %Will just calculate T(node,6000 sec) in one step since that's what's 

    %accelerating 

    T = expm(A*finalt)*To; 

 

    %looks to see if a NaN was calculated, and exits 

    check = isnan(T); 

    if nnz(check) > 0; 

        break 

    end 

 

    full_x(j) = n; 

    final_temp(j) = T(node); 

 

    if j>1 

        simple_error_y(j) = abs(final_temp(j)-final_temp(j-1))/final_temp(j); 

    end 

 

    j = j+1; 

end 

[rich_values_tree,rich_errs_tree,rich_low_y,rich_high_y] = Richardson(final_temp,2); 

[Wynn_Values_Tree,Wynn_Errs_Tree,Wynn_low_y,Wynn_high_y] = Wynn(final_temp); 

RunTime = toc; 

 

loglog(full_x,rich_high_y,'kv',full_x,rich_low_y,'ko',full_x,simple_error_y,'bv') 

hold on 

loglog(full_x,Wynn_high_y,'rv',full_x,Wynn_low_y,'ro') 

xlabel('number of nodes') 

ylabel('Relative Error') 

title('Symmetric Diagonalization') 

legend('Richardson high','Richardson low','Simple','Wynn high','Wynn low') 

Published with MATLAB® R2013a 

  

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab
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Appendix B: Insulated Block 

 The one dimension conduction problem is given in Methods 1.1. Three numerical 

solutions were developed: first-order finite difference, second-order finite difference, and matrix 

diagonalization. The following codes require the functions Wynn(), Richardson(), 

min_nonzero(), and remove_nonsense() to run. These are provided in Appendix F. 

B.1: First Order Finite Difference Acceleration 

%The following uses the 1st Order finite difference to model the temperature 

%at a final time and in a fixed space of the half slab. The simulation is 

%run many times with refining meshes that keep the CFL value constant. 

 

clear all 

tic; 

n = 3; %initial number of nodes 

iteration = 1; 

t = 6000; 

dt = 2000; %initial time discretization 

a = 2E-5; %Thermal Diffusivity in m^2/s 

x = 1.0; %m, thickness of the slab 

 

while iteration<=9 

 

    n = n*2-1; %Number of nodes 

    dx = x/(n-1); 

    dt = dt/4; 

    CFL(iteration)=a*dt/dx^2; %Save CFL in vector form to check that it's constant 

 

    %Set up exit condition should CFL predict instability 

    if CFL(iteration)>1 

        iteration = 1000 

    end 

 

    node = (n+1)/2; %chooses the node to plot later 

 

    %Initializations 

    T = ones(n,t/dt)*100; 

    T(1,:) = 0; %sets the wall node to a temp of 0 C for all time 

 

    for j = 2:(t/dt) %j is time index 

        for i = 2:(n-1) %i is nodal index, stopped at last node since that node requires another 

formulation 

            T(i,j) = T(i,j-1) + (dt)*a/dx^2*(T(i+1,j-1)-2*T(i,j-1)+T(i-1,j-1)); %Central 

Difference that marches forward in time 

 

        end 
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            T(n,j) = (4*T(n-1,j-1) - T(n-2,j-1))/3; %no heat transfer at boundary 

    end 

 

    check = isnan(T); %check is now a matrix the size of T which has 1 for every cell in T which 

has NaN 

    if nnz(check) > 0; %nnz returns the number of nonzero elements in check 

        break 

    end 

 

    final_temp(iteration) = T(node,j); 

 

    if iteration>1 & iteration<300 

    simple_error_y(iteration) = abs(final_temp(iteration)-final_temp(iteration-

1))/final_temp(iteration); 

    full_x(iteration) = n; 

    end 

 

 

    iteration = iteration+1; 

 

 

end 

 

[rich_values_tree,rich_errs_tree,rich_low_y, rich_high_y] = Richardson(final_temp,2); 

[Wynn_Values_Tree,Wynn_Errs_Tree,Wynn_low_y,Wynn_high_y] = Wynn(final_temp); 

memory; 

toc; 

simple_values = final_temp; 

 

 

save('Half_slab_Euler_Lines.mat','Wynn_high_y','Wynn_low_y','Wynn_Errs_Tree','Wynn_Values_Tree') 

save('Half_slab_Euler_Lines.mat','simple_values','simple_error_y','full_x','-append') 

save('Half_slab_Euler_Lines.mat','rich_errs_tree','rich_high_y','rich_low_y','rich_values_tree','

-append') 

 

 

figure(1) 

loglog(x,simple_error_y,'o',x,rich_low_y,'rv',x,Wynn_low_y,'kv'); 

legend('Simple error','Richardson low','Wynn low') 

xlabel('n'); 

ylabel('Relative Error'); 

title('1st Order Finite difference'); 

Published with MATLAB® R2013a 

  

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab
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B.2: Second Order Finite difference Acceleration 

%The following uses the 2nd Order finite difference to model the temperature 

%at a final time and in a fixed space of the half slab. The simulation is 

%run many times with refining meshes that keep the CFL value constant. 

 

clear all 

tic; 

n = 3; 

run = 1;  %iteration counter 

t = 6000; %final time in seconds 

dt = 2000; 

a = 2E-5; %Thermal Diffusivity in m^2/s 

x = 1.0; %Slab thickness in m 

 

while run<=9 

 

    n = n*2-1; %Number of nodes 

    dx = 1.0/(n-1); 

    dt = dt/4; 

    CFL(run)=a*dt/dx^2; 

    node = (n+1)/2; %chooses the center node to plot later 

 

    %Initializations 

    T = ones(n,t/dt)* 100; 

    T(1,:) =0; %sets the wall node to a temp of 0 C for all time 

 

    for j = 3:(t/dt) %j is time index 

        for i = 2:(n-1) %i is nodal index, stopped at last node since that node requires another 

formulation 

            %Central Difference in space that marches forward in time with 

            %2nd order backward difference in time 

            T(i,j) = 4/3*T(i,j-1) - 1/3*T(i,j-2) + 2/3*(dt)*a/dx^2*(T(i+1,j-1)-2*T(i,j-1)+T(i-

1,j-1)); 

 

        end 

            T(n,j) = (4*T(n-1,j-1) - T(n-2,j-1))/3; %no heat transfer at boundary 

    end 

 

    check = isnan(T); %check is now a matrix the size of T which has 1 for every cell in T which 

has NaN 

    if nnz(check) > 0; %nnz returns the number of nonzero elements in check 

        break 

    end 

    final_temp(run) = T(node,j); 

    if run>1 & run<300 

 

    simple_error_y(run) = abs(final_temp(run)-final_temp(run-1))/final_temp(run); %plots a 

specific node's evolution of T 

    full_x(run) = n; 

    end 
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    run = run+1; 

 

 

end 

memory; 

toc; 

[rich_values_tree,rich_errs_tree,rich_low_y, rich_high_y] = Richardson(final_temp,2); 

[Wynn_Values_Tree,Wynn_Errs_Tree,Wynn_low_y,Wynn_high_y] = Wynn(final_temp); 

memory; 

simple_values = final_temp; 

 

 

save('Half_slab_2nd_Order_Lines.mat','Wynn_high_y','Wynn_low_y','Wynn_Errs_Tree','Wynn_Values_Tre

e') 

save('Half_slab_2nd_Order_Lines.mat','simple_values','simple_error_y','full_x','CFL','-append') 

save('Half_slab_2nd_Order_Lines.mat','rich_errs_tree','rich_high_y','rich_low_y','rich_values_tre

e','-append') 

Published with MATLAB® R2013a 

  

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab
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B.3: Matrix Diagonalization and Acceleration 

%This code uses Matrix Diagonalization to solve the heat transfer problem 

%of a slab of 1 m thickness which has both outer surfaces set to a 

%temperature of zero C while the rest of the slab is 100 C 

%instead of plotting the evolution of a single node through time, it will 

%plot the convergence of a single node at time=6000 s as n increases 

 

clear all 

 

tic; 

finalt = 6000; %comparing after 6000 seconds. 

x = 1; %slab of length = 1 m 

n = 3; %number of nodes 

run = 1; 

k = 2; %Central difference was used for the A matrix so k = 2 for Richardson's Extrap 

RichT(1) = 0; 

 

 

while run<=9 

 

 

    n = 2*n-1; 

    node = (n+1)/2; %chooses the center node to plot later 

 

    dx = x/(n-1); 

    dt = 6000; 

    a = 2E-5; %thermal diffusivity in m^/s 

    low = ones(n-1,1); 

    mid = ones(n,1)*-2; 

    high = ones(n-1,1); 

 

 

    A = gallery('tridiag',low,mid,high); %makes the tridiagonal matrix A for the central 

difference formula 

    A(n, n-3) = -1/3; 

    A(n, n-2) = 2; 

    A(n, n-1) = -3; 

    A(n, n) = 4/3; 

    A(1,1) = 0; 

    A(1,2) = 0; 

    A = A*a/dx^2; 

 

    [V,D] = eigs(A,n); %V is the eigenvector matrix and the diagonal of D contains the 

eigenvalues 

    lambdas = diag(D); %All the eigenvalues are in this vector now. 

    [r,c,ignore] = find(lambdas>0); %finds the indices (r,c) of lambdas for which its values are 

positive 

    CheckEigens=isempty(r); 

    %the below statements are to keep track of the positive eigenvalues and 

    %show their growth as n increases 

     if CheckEigens==0 
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        p = 1; 

        location(run)=r(p)/n; 

        while p<=length(r) 

            poseigens(run,p) = lambdas(r(p)); 

            p=p+1; 

        end 

 

    end 

 

    To = ones(n,1)*100; %initialize all nodes to equal 100 C 

    To(1) = 0; %Set the first node to 0 deg C 

 

 

    t = 0; 

    while t<finalt 

 

        T = expm(A*dt)*To; 

        To=T; 

        t = t+dt; 

    end 

 

 

    check = isnan(T); 

    if nnz(check) > 0; %looks to see if a NaN was calculated, and exits 

        break 

    end 

 

    full_x(run) = n; 

    final_temp(run) = T(node); 

 

 

    if run>1 

        simple_error_y(run) = abs(final_temp(run)-final_temp(run-1))/final_temp(run); 

 

    end 

 

    clear T; 

    clear A; 

    run = run+1; 

end 

 

[rich_values_tree,rich_errs_tree,rich_low_y,rich_high_y] = Richardson(final_temp,2); 

[Wynn_Values_Tree,Wynn_Errs_Tree,Wynn_low_y,Wynn_high_y] = Wynn(final_temp); 

memory; 

toc; 

simple_values = final_temp; 

 

save('Half_slab_Diag.mat','Wynn_high_y','Wynn_low_y','Wynn_Errs_Tree','Wynn_Values_Tree') 

save('Half_slab_Diag.mat','simple_values','simple_error_y','full_x','-append') 

save('Half_slab_Diag.mat','rich_errs_tree','rich_high_y','rich_low_y','rich_values_tree','-

append') 

 

RunTime = toc; 
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if run>2 

 

    loglog(full_x,simple_error_y,'o',full_x,rich_low_y,'rv',full_x,Wynn_low_y,'kv'); 

    legend('Simple error','Richardson low','Wynn low') 

    xlabel('dx') 

    ylabel('relative error') 

    title('Diagonalization') 

 

end 

 

%save(FILENAME, ..., '-append') adds new variables to an existing file. 

Published with MATLAB® R2013a 
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B.4: Data Compilation and Plotting 

%After running the three acceleration models, this will compile the data 

%and plot it. It will also determine the logarithmic slopes of the error 

%data for further analysis. 

 

clear all 

 

load Half_slab_2nd_Order_Lines.mat 

figure(1) 

loglog(full_x,rich_high_y,'kv',full_x,rich_low_y,'ko',full_x,simple_error_y,'bv') 

hold on 

loglog(full_x,Wynn_high_y,'rv',full_x,Wynn_low_y,'ro') 

xlabel('number of nodes') 

ylabel('Relative Error') 

title('Finite difference, 2nd Order Time') 

legend('Richardson high','Richardson low','Simple','Wynn high','Wynn low') 

 

[x1,y1] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(simple_error_y)); 

[x2,y2] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(rich_low_y)); 

[x3,y3] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(rich_high_y)); 

[x4,y4] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(Wynn_low_y)); 

[x5,y5] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(Wynn_high_y)); 

 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x1,y1,1); 

m_2lines(1) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x2,y2,1); 

m_2lines(2) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x3,y3,1); 

m_2lines(3) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x4,y4,1); 

m_2lines(4) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x5,y5,1); 

m_2lines(5) = joke(1); 

m_2lines = -m_2lines'; 

 

min_lines2(1) = min_nonzero(simple_error_y); 

min_lines2(2) = min_nonzero(rich_low_y); 

min_lines2(3) = min_nonzero(rich_high_y); 

min_lines2(4) = min_nonzero(Wynn_low_y); 

min_lines2(5) = min_nonzero(Wynn_high_y); 

min_lines2 = min_lines2'; 

 

 

load Half_slab_Euler_Lines.mat 

figure(2) 

loglog(full_x,rich_high_y,'kv',full_x,rich_low_y,'ko',full_x,simple_error_y,'bv') 

hold on 

loglog(full_x,Wynn_high_y,'rv',full_x,Wynn_low_y,'ro') 

xlabel('number of nodes') 

ylabel('Relative Error') 

title('Finite difference, 1st Order Time') 
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legend('Richardson high','Richardson low','Simple','Wynn high','Wynn low') 

 

[x1,y1] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(simple_error_y)); 

[x2,y2] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(rich_low_y)); 

[x3,y3] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(rich_high_y)); 

[x4,y4] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(Wynn_low_y)); 

[x5,y5] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(Wynn_high_y)); 

 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x1,y1,1); 

m_1lines(1) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x2,y2,1); 

m_1lines(2) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x3,y3,1); 

m_1lines(3) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x4,y4,1); 

m_1lines(4) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x5,y5,1); 

m_1lines(5) = joke(1); 

m_1lines = -m_1lines'; 

 

min_lines1(1) = min_nonzero(simple_error_y); 

min_lines1(2) = min_nonzero(rich_low_y); 

min_lines1(3) = min_nonzero(rich_high_y); 

min_lines1(4) = min_nonzero(Wynn_low_y); 

min_lines1(5) = min_nonzero(Wynn_high_y); 

min_lines1 = min_lines1'; 

 

 

 

load Half_slab_Diag.mat 

figure(3) 

loglog(full_x,rich_high_y,'kv',full_x,rich_low_y,'ko',full_x,simple_error_y,'bv') 

hold on 

loglog(full_x,Wynn_high_y,'rv',full_x,Wynn_low_y,'ro') 

xlabel('number of nodes') 

ylabel('Relative Error') 

title('Diagonalization') 

legend('Richardson high','Richardson low','Simple','Wynn high','Wynn low') 

 

 

[x1,y1] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(simple_error_y)); 

[x2,y2] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(rich_low_y)); 

[x3,y3] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(rich_high_y)); 

[x4,y4] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(Wynn_low_y)); 

[x5,y5] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(Wynn_high_y)); 

 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x1,y1,1); 

m_diag(1) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x2,y2,1); 

m_diag(2) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x3,y3,1); 

m_diag(3) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x4,y4,1); 
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m_diag(4) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x5,y5,1); 

m_diag(5) = joke(1); 

m_diag = -m_diag'; 

 

min_diag(1) = min_nonzero(simple_error_y); 

min_diag(2) = min_nonzero(rich_low_y); 

min_diag(3) = min_nonzero(rich_high_y); 

min_diag(4) = min_nonzero(Wynn_low_y); 

min_diag(5) = min_nonzero(Wynn_high_y); 

min_diag = min_diag'; 

Published with MATLAB® R2013a 

  

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab
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B.5: Analytical Series Solution 

%Analytic solution to transient conduction in an insulated block. Uses Eigenfunction expansion 

clear all 

n = [1:50]; 

lam = (2.*n-1)*pi/2; 

an = 200./lam; 

a = 2E-5; 

x = 0.375; 

t = [0:100:6000]; 

 

 

j = 1; 

while j<max(n) 

    terms(:,j) = an(j)*sin(lam(j)*x)*exp(-lam(j)^2.*a*t); 

    j = j+1; 

end 

 

temp = sum(terms,2); 

plot(t,temp,'b') 

hold on 

Published with MATLAB® R2013a 

  

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab
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Appendix C: The Stefan Condition and Melt Penetration Velocity 

 In order to conceptualize how quickly the melt front can move, this study proposes a 

thought experiment in heat flux. From the Stefan condition, 

( ) ( ( ), )xh t T h t t           (C.1) 

It is apparent that the velocity is equal to the heat approaching the interface. The reader should 

note that in this case, Tx refers to the temperature gradient only on the liquid side of the interface. 

As such, one can see that the maximum attainable velocity is when the melt front is directly next 

to the heat source To.  

 

Figure C.1 – Melting ice diagram 

 The cross-hatched region is the liquid layer, and below it is ice. In discrete terms, the 

Stefan condition becomes 

max

( )
( )

layer oT T
h t

x



  


    (C.2) 

 Clearly, the maximum velocity is dependent on the choice of spatial mesh size. To 

compare to the paper (ref), consider the most refined mesh of N=1500 (∆x = 2.67E-5 m). Further, 

To is 273 K and Tl is 270 K.  
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2

max

(270 273 )
( ) 1.70 9

(2.67 5 )

m K K
h t E

s K E m

  
    

  
    (C.3) 

which gives a maximum velocity of 1.91E-4 m/s. This is only at the beginning of the simulation, 

though. The velocity decreases as soon as the melt front moves to the 3
rd

 node; the T2 

temperature will be an intermediate value between To and the new Tlayer. To take the thought 

experiment one step further, consider if the intermediate T2 layer (and associated liquid 

thickness) was removed as soon as the melt front advanced. This would be akin to ‘pressing’ the 

heat source To down so that the liquid layer is always a single ∆x. The immediate implication is 

that a constant maximum velocity would be obtained. Finding the maximum melt movement, 

then, is trivial. 

max max' fh h t        (C.4) 

The final time, tf, is 80 seconds in keeping with the reference (Kurshner et al 14). The maximum 

melt results in 1.53 cm, while the source claimed a melt movement of 4.0 cm. As this thought 

experiment demonstrated, that is clearly impossible. One can only speculate as to what went 

wrong in the reference simulation, but it’s possible that an incorrect physical parameter in the β 

term lead to a higher melt velocity. When substituting the values given in Section 2.2 for this 

study, the melt profile penetration was underneath the hypothetical maximum. 
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Appendix D: Melting Block of Ice 

 The Stefan problem is simulated through matrix diagonalization and an implicit finite 

difference scheme. The Matlab scripts must be run in concert with the functions provided in 

Appendix E. The following programs run many iterations, simulating the melt front movement 

after 400 seconds and comparing the values. 

D.1: Implicit Finite Difference Acceleration 

%The following solves the Stefan problem for a block of ice melting. It 

%neglects the density change, and uses the paper "Modelling and Simulation 

%of Ice/Snow Melting" by Kurschner et al 2008. 

clear all 

 

tic; 

x = 0.005; %m, how thick the block and liquid starts out 

p = 1000; %kg/m3 density of water and ice 

ks = 2.4; %W/mK thermal conductivity of ice. 

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

kl = 0.56; %W/mk thermal conductivity of liquid water. 

http://www.nist.gov/data/PDFfiles/jpcrd493.pdf 

cs = 1960; %J/kgK Specific Heat of Ice. 

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

cl = 4220; %J/kgK specific heat water. 

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

L = 3.3E5; %J/kg heat of melting. http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

B = kl/p/L; %m^2/sK Beta term for use later 

al = kl/p/cl; %m2/s thermal diffusivity of liquid 

as = ks/p/cs; %m2/s thermal diffusicivty of ice 

 

 

iterations = 7; 

pal = 1; 

dt = 400; 

n = 5; 

physlayer = 2*x/8; %m, where the initial melt layer is 

while pal <= iterations 

    n = 2*n - 1; %number of spatial nodes to start out 

    dx = x/(n-1); 

    finalt = 400; %sets final time 

    dt = dt/4; %divide dt each time to keep CFL the same 

    timepoints = finalt/dt; 

 

    layer = physlayer/dx+1; %this is the nodal layer, or interface index 

    initial_layer(pal) = layer; 

    T = ones(n,finalt/dt)*273; 

    T(1,:) = 280; 
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    CFL_s(pal) = as*dt/dx^2; 

    CFL_l(pal) = al*dt/dx^2; 

 

    low = ones(n-1,1); 

    mid = ones(n,1)*-2; 

    high = ones(n-1,1); 

    Aready = gallery('tridiag',low,mid,high); 

    A = Aready; 

    A(1,:) = 0; 

    A(layer:n,:) = 0; %fixes Tlayer = 273 K while it is melting 

    A = A*dt/dx^2*al; 

    Aready = Aready*dt/dx^2*al; 

 

 

    i = 1; 

    j = 1; 

    h(i) = physlayer; %initializes melt penetration depth to the physlayer 

    accum = 0; 

    growth = 0; 

    passing_temp(i) = 273; %used to observe temp evolution in time at one point 

    while i<=timepoints 

 

        %first update temp profile 

        T(:,i+1) = inv(eye(n) - A)*T(:,i); 

        passing_temp(i+1) = T(initial_layer(pal),i+1); 

 

        %now update melt layer 

        h(i+1) = h(i) - B*(T(layer,i+1)-T(layer-1,i+1))/dx*dt; 

        t(i+1) = i*dt; 

        growth = h(i+1)-h(i); 

        accum = accum+growth; 

 

        %this if will update A if the melt layer has moved significantly enough 

        %to warrant doing so 

        if accum > dx 

            melt(j) = (layer)*dx; 

            melttime(j) = t(i+1); 

            A(layer,:) = Aready(layer,:); %Don't have to update the next row cause A(layer+1,:) = 

0 

 

            layer = layer+1; 

            growth = 0; 

            accum = accum-dx; 

            j=j+1; 

        end 

 

        i = i+1; 

 

    end 

 

    discrete_movement(pal) = melt(j-1); 

    virtual_movement(pal) = h(i); 

    full_nodes(pal) = n; 
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    if pal>1 

        simple_err(pal) = abs(virtual_movement(pal)-virtual_movement(pal-

1))/virtual_movement(pal); 

        discrete_simple_err(pal) = abs(discrete_movement(pal) - discrete_movement(pal-

1))/discrete_movement(pal); 

    end 

 

 

    figure(1) 

    hold on 

    plot(t,h,'bx'); 

    title('melt layer penetration'); 

    xlabel('time (seconds)') 

    ylabel('Melt Penetration (m)') 

 

    figure(2) 

    hold on 

    plot(t,passing_temp,'bx') 

    title('Temperature evolution in Time'); 

    xlabel('time (seconds)') 

    ylabel('Temperature (K)') 

 

    runtime(pal) = toc; 

    pal = pal+1; 

end 

 

 

full_x = full_nodes; 

 

[rich_values_tree,rich_errs_tree,rich_low_y, rich_high_y] = Richardson(virtual_movement,2); 

[Wynn_Values_Tree,Wynn_Errs_Tree,Wynn_low_y,Wynn_high_y] = Wynn(virtual_movement); 

 

 

save('Zeroed_Ice_Discrete.mat','Wynn_high_y','Wynn_low_y','Wynn_Errs_Tree','Wynn_Values_Tree') 

save('Zeroed_Ice_Discrete.mat','simple_values','simple_error_y','full_x','-append') 

save('Zeroed_Ice_Discrete.mat','rich_errs_tree','rich_high_y','rich_low_y','rich_values_tree','-

append') 

save('Zeroed_Ice_Discrete.mat','virtual_movement','discrete_simple_err','runtime','-append') 
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D.2: Matrix Diagonalization and Acceleration 

%The following solves the Stefan problem for a block of ice melting. It 

%neglects the density change, and uses the paper "Modelling and Simulation 

%of Ice/Snow Melting" by Kurschner et al. 

clear all 

 

x = 0.005; %m, how thick the block and liquid starts out 

p = 1000; %kg/m3 density of water and ice 

ks = 2.4; %W/mK thermal conductivity of ice. 

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

kl = 0.56; %W/mk thermal conductivity of liquid water. 

http://www.nist.gov/data/PDFfiles/jpcrd493.pdf 

cs = 1960; %J/kgK Specific Heat of Ice. 

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

cl = 4220; %J/kgK specific heat water. 

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

L = 3.3E5; %J/kg heat of melting. http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

B = kl/p/L; %m^2/sK Beta term for use later 

al = kl/p/cl; %m2/s thermal diffusivity of liquid 

as = ks/p/cs; %m2/s thermal diffusicivty of ice 

 

physlayer = 2*x/8;%m, you set where the initial melt layer is 

run = 1; 

dt = 400; 

node = 5; 

iterations = 7; 

 

 

while run<=iterations 

    tic; 

    node = 2*node-1; %number of spatial nodes 

    dx = x/(node-1); 

 

    finalt = 400; %sets final time 

    dt = dt/4; 

    layer = physlayer/dx+1; %this is the nodal layer, or interface index 

    initial_layer(run) = layer; 

    To = ones(node,1)*273; 

    To(1,:) = 280; 

    timepoints = finalt/dt; 

 

    low = ones(node-1,1); 

    mid = ones(node,1)*-2; 

    high = ones(node-1,1); 

    A = gallery('tridiag',low,mid,high); 

    A = A/dx^2*al; 

    Aready = A; 

    A(1,:) = 0; 

    A(layer:node,:) = 0; 
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    CFL_s(run) = as*dt/dx^2; 

    CFL_l(run) = al*dt/dx^2; 

 

    i = 1; 

    j = 1; 

    k = 1; 

    h(i) = physlayer; %initializes melt penetration depth to the physlayer 

    accum = 0; 

    n = node; 

    passing_temp(i) = 273; %This temp is for plotting later 

    while i<=timepoints 

 

        %first update temp profile 

 

 

        T(:,i+1) = expm(A*dt*k)*To; 

 

        passing_temp(i+1) = T(initial_layer(run),i+1); 

        %now update melt layer 

        h(i+1) = h(i) - B*(T(layer,i+1)-T(layer-1,i+1))/dx*dt; 

 

        growth = h(i+1)-h(i); 

        accum = accum+growth; 

 

        %this if will update A if the melt layer has moved significantly enough 

        %to warrant doing so 

        t(i+1) = i*dt; 

        if accum > dx 

            melt(j) = (layer)*dx; 

            melttime(j) = t(i); 

 

            %Now that melt has moved, a new node is added and the A matrix 

            %remade 

            A(layer,:) = Aready(layer,:); 

 

            To = T(:,i+1); %update the To so we can keep going 

%             clear T 

% 

            layer = layer+1; 

            growth = 0; 

            accum = accum-dx; %Improves accuracy because it carries over the truncated melt 

            j = j+1; 

            k = 0; 

        end 

 

        k = k+1; 

        i = i+1; 

 

    end 

 

    clear T %have to clear T again to avoid mismatch errors 

    discrete_movement(run) = melt(j-1); 

    virtual_movement(run) = h(i); 
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    full_nodes(run) = n; 

 

    if run>1 

        simple_err(run) = abs(virtual_movement(run)-virtual_movement(run-

1))/virtual_movement(run); 

 

    end 

 

    figure(1); 

    plot(t,h,'rx'); 

    hold on 

    title('melt layer penetration'); 

    xlabel('time (seconds)') 

    ylabel('Melt Penetration (m)') 

 

 figure(2) 

    hold on 

    plot(t,passing_temp,'rx') 

    title('Temperature evolution in Time'); 

    xlabel('time (seconds)') 

    ylabel('Temperature (K)') 

 

    runtime(run) = toc; 

    run = run+1; 

 

end 

 

 

x = full_nodes; 

 

[rich_values_tree,rich_errs_tree,rich_low_y, rich_high_y] = Richardson(virtual_movement,2); 

[Wynn_Values_Tree,Wynn_Errs_Tree,Wynn_low_y,Wynn_high_y] = Wynn(virtual_movement); 

 

 

simple_error_y = simple_err; 

simple_values = virtual_movement; 

 

 

 save('Zeroed_Ice_Diag.mat','Wynn_high_y','Wynn_low_y','Wynn_Errs_Tree','Wynn_Values_Tree') 

 save('Zeroed_Ice_Diag.mat','simple_values','simple_error_y','full_x','-append') 

 save('Zeroed_Ice_Diag.mat','rich_errs_tree','rich_high_y','rich_low_y','rich_values_tree','-

append') 

 save('Zeroed_Ice_Diag.mat','virtual_movement','discrete_simple_err','runtime','-append') 

Published with MATLAB® R2013a 

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab
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D.3: Diagonalization Acceleration with Constant ∆t 

%The following solves the Stefan problem for a block of ice melting through 

%matrix diagonalization. It neglects the density change, and uses the paper 

% "Modelling and Simulation of Ice/Snow Melting" by Kurschner et al. 

 

clear all 

 

x = 0.005; %m, how thick the block and liquid starts out 

p = 1000; %kg/m3 density of water and ice 

ks = 2.4; %W/mK thermal conductivity of ice. 

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

kl = 0.56; %W/mk thermal conductivity of liquid water. 

http://www.nist.gov/data/PDFfiles/jpcrd493.pdf 

cs = 1960; %J/kgK Specific Heat of Ice. 

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

cl = 4220; %J/kgK specific heat water. 

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

L = 3.3E5; %J/kg heat of melting. http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

B = kl/p/L; %m^2/sK Beta term for use later 

al = kl/p/cl; %m2/s thermal diffusivity of liquid 

as = ks/p/cs; %m2/s thermal diffusicivty of ice 

 

physlayer = 2*x/8;%m, you set where the initial melt layer is 

run = 1; 

dt = 1; %using an intermediate dt that lines up with the node doubling method, fixed 

node = 9; 

iterations = 25; 

 

while run<=iterations 

    tic; 

    node = node+4; %number of spatial nodes, linearly increased 

    dx = physlayer/(node-1); %subsequent dx found 

 

    finalt = 400; %sets final time 

 

    layer = round(physlayer/dx+1); %this is the nodal layer, or interface index, rounding is 

required 

    initial_layer(run) = layer; 

    To = ones(node,1)*273; 

    To(1,:) = 280; 

    timepoints = finalt/dt; 

 

    low = ones(node-1,1); 

    mid = ones(node,1)*-2; 

    high = ones(node-1,1); 

    A = gallery('tridiag',low,mid,high); 

    A(1,:) = 0; 

    A(node,:) = 0; 

 

    A = A/dx^2*al; 
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    CFL_s(run) = as*dt/dx^2; 

    CFL_l(run) = al*dt/dx^2; 

 

 

    i = 1; 

    j = 1; 

    k = 1; 

    h(i) = physlayer; %initializes melt penetration depth to the physlayer 

    accum = 0; 

    n = node; 

    while i<=timepoints 

 

        %first update temp profile 

        T(:,i+1) = expm(A*dt*k)*To; 

 

        dumbtemp(i) = T(initial_layer(run),i+1); %dumbtemp is for plotting later 

        %now update melt layer 

        h(i+1) = h(i) - B*(T(layer,i+1)-T(layer-1,i+1))/dx*dt; 

 

        growth = h(i+1)-h(i); 

        accum = accum+growth; 

 

        %this if will update A if the melt layer has moved significantly enough 

        %to warrant doing so 

        t(i) = i*dt; 

        if accum > dx 

            melt(j) = (layer)*dx; 

            melttime(j) = t(i); 

 

            n = n+1; 

            low = ones(n-1,1); 

            mid = ones(n,1)*-2; 

            high = ones(n-1,1); 

            A = gallery('tridiag',low,mid,high); 

            A(1,:) = 0; 

            A(n,:) = 0; 

            A = A/dx^2*al; 

 

            To = vertcat(T(:,i+1),273); %update the To so we can keep going 

            clear T 

 

            layer = layer+1; 

            growth = 0; 

            accum = accum-dx; 

            j = j+1; 

            k = 0; 

        end 

 

        k = k+1; 

        i = i+1; 

 

    end 
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    clear T %have to clear T again to avoid mismatch errors 

    virtual_movement(run) = h(i); 

    full_nodes(run) = node; 

    space_disc(run) = dx; 

    time_disc(run) = dt; 

    if run>1 

        simple_err(run) = abs(virtual_movement(run)-virtual_movement(run-

1))/virtual_movement(run); 

    end 

 

    figure(1) 

    subplot(2,1,1) 

    hold on 

    plot(melttime,melt,'rx'); 

    title('melt layer penetration'); 

    xlabel('time (seconds)') 

    ylabel('Melt Penetration (m)') 

 

    subplot(2,1,2) 

    hold on 

    plot(t,dumbtemp,'rx') 

    title('Temperature evolution in Time'); 

    xlabel('time (seconds)') 

    ylabel('Temperature (K)') 

 

    runtime(run) = toc 

 

 

    run = run+1; 

 

 

end 

 

hold off 

figure(2) 

jim = [1:iterations]; 

plot(jim,virtual_movement,'bx'); 

 

x = full_nodes; 

 

[rich_values_tree,rich_errs_tree,rich_low_y, rich_high_y] = Richardson(virtual_movement,2); 

[Wynn_Values_Tree,Wynn_Errs_Tree,Wynn_low_y,Wynn_high_y] = Wynn(virtual_movement); 

 

 

simple_error_y = simple_err; 

simple_values = virtual_movement; 

full_x = x; 

 

 

save('Zeroed_Ice_iso_time_Diag.mat','Wynn_high_y','Wynn_low_y','Wynn_Errs_Tree','Wynn_Values_Tree

') 

save('Zeroed_Ice_iso_time_Diag.mat','simple_values','simple_error_y','full_x','-append') 

save('Zeroed_Ice_iso_time_Diag.mat','rich_errs_tree','rich_high_y','rich_low_y','rich_values_tree
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','-append') 

save('Zeroed_Ice_iso_time_Diag.mat','virtual_movement','CFL_s','space_disc','time_disc','runtime'

,'-append') 

Published with MATLAB® R2013a 

  

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab
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D.4: Diagonalization Acceleration with Constant ∆x 

%The following solves the Stefan problem for a block of ice melting. It 

%uses matrix diagonalization and the paper "Modelling and Simulation 

%of Ice/Snow Melting" by Kurschner et al. 

clear all 

 

x = 0.005; %m, how thick the block and liquid starts out 

p = 1000; %kg/m3 density of water and ice 

ks = 2.4; %W/mK thermal conductivity of ice. 

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

kl = 0.56; %W/mk thermal conductivity of liquid water. 

http://www.nist.gov/data/PDFfiles/jpcrd493.pdf 

cs = 1960; %J/kgK Specific Heat of Ice. 

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

cl = 4220; %J/kgK specific heat water. 

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

L = 3.3E5; %J/kg heat of melting. http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals/ice/ice.htm 

B = kl/p/L; %m^2/sK Beta term for use later 

al = kl/p/cl; %m2/s thermal diffusivity of liquid 

as = ks/p/cs; %m2/s thermal diffusicivty of ice 

 

physlayer = 2*x/8;%m, you set where the initial melt layer is 

run = 1; 

node = 65;%using an intermediate dt that lines up with the node doubling method 

iterations = 25; 

timepoints = 231; 

 

while run<=iterations 

    tic; 

    dx = physlayer/(node-1); 

    timepoints = timepoints+2; 

    finalt = 400; %sets final time 

    dt = finalt/(timepoints-1); 

 

    layer = round(physlayer/dx+1); %this is the nodal layer, or interface index 

    initial_layer(run) = layer; 

    To = ones(node,1)*273; 

    To(1,:) = 280; 

 

 

    low = ones(node-1,1); 

    mid = ones(node,1)*-2; 

    high = ones(node-1,1); 

    A = gallery('tridiag',low,mid,high); 

    A(1,:) = 0; 

    A(node,:) = 0; 

 

    A = A/dx^2*al; 

 

    CFL_s(run) = as*dt/dx^2; 

    CFL_l(run) = al*dt/dx^2; 
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    i = 1; 

    j = 1; 

    k = 1; 

    h(i) = physlayer; %initializes melt penetration depth to the physlayer 

    accum = 0; 

    n = node; 

    while i<=timepoints 

 

        %first update temp profile 

        T(:,i+1) = expm(A*dt*k)*To; 

 

        dumbtemp(i) = T(initial_layer(run),i+1); %dumbtemp is for plotting later 

        %now update melt layer 

        h(i+1) = h(i) - B*(T(layer,i+1)-T(layer-1,i+1))/dx*dt; 

 

        growth = h(i+1)-h(i); 

        accum = accum+growth; 

 

        %this if will update A if the melt layer has moved significantly enough 

        %to warrant doing so 

        t(i) = i*dt; 

        if accum > dx 

            melt(j) = (layer)*dx; 

            melttime(j) = t(i); 

 

            n = n+1; 

            low = ones(n-1,1); 

            mid = ones(n,1)*-2; 

            high = ones(n-1,1); 

            A = gallery('tridiag',low,mid,high); 

            A(1,:) = 0; 

            A(n,:) = 0; 

            A = A/dx^2*al; 

 

            To = vertcat(T(:,i+1),273); %update the To so we can keep going 

            clear T 

 

            layer = layer+1; 

            growth = 0; 

            accum = accum-dx; 

            j = j+1; 

            k = 0; 

        end 

 

        k = k+1; 

        i = i+1; 

 

    end 

 

    clear T %have to clear T again to avoid mismatch errors 

    discrete_movement(run) = melt(j-1); 
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    virtual_movement(run) = h(i); 

    full_nodes(run) = timepoints; 

    space_disc(run) = dx; 

    time_disc(run) = dt; 

 

    if run>1 

        simple_err(run) = abs(virtual_movement(run)-virtual_movement(run-

1))/virtual_movement(run); 

 

    end 

 

    figure(1) 

    subplot(2,1,1) 

    hold on 

    plot(melttime,melt,'rx'); 

    title('melt layer penetration'); 

    xlabel('time (seconds)') 

    ylabel('Melt Penetration (m)') 

 

    subplot(2,1,2) 

    hold on 

    plot(t,dumbtemp,'rx') 

    title('Temperature evolution in Time'); 

    xlabel('time (seconds)') 

    ylabel('Temperature (K)') 

 

    runtime(run) = toc; 

 

 

     run = run+1; 

end 

 

hold off 

figure(2) 

jim = [1:iterations]; 

plot(jim,virtual_movement,'rx'); 

 

x = full_nodes; 

 

[rich_values_tree,rich_errs_tree,rich_low_y, rich_high_y] = Richardson(virtual_movement,2); 

[Wynn_Values_Tree,Wynn_Errs_Tree,Wynn_low_y,Wynn_high_y] = Wynn(virtual_movement); 

 

simple_error_y = simple_err; 

simple_values = virtual_movement; 

 

full_x = x; 

 

 

save('Zeroed_Ice_iso_dx_Diag.mat','Wynn_high_y','Wynn_low_y','Wynn_Errs_Tree','Wynn_Values_Tree') 

save('Zeroed_Ice_iso_dx_Diag.mat','simple_values','simple_error_y','full_x','-append') 

save('Zeroed_Ice_iso_dx_Diag.mat','rich_errs_tree','rich_high_y','rich_low_y','rich_values_tree',

'-append') 
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save('Zeroed_Ice_iso_dx_Diag.mat','virtual_movement','runtime','CFL_l','space_disc','time_disc','

-append') 
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D.5: Melting Data Compilation and Plotting 

clear all 

 

load Zeroed_Ice_Discrete.mat 

figure(1) 

loglog(full_x,rich_high_y,'kv',full_x,rich_low_y,'ko',full_x,simple_error_y,'bv') 

hold on 

loglog(full_x,Wynn_high_y,'rv',full_x,Wynn_low_y,'ro') 

xlabel('number of nodes') 

ylabel('Relative Error') 

title('Implicit Discretization') 

legend('Richardson upper','Richardson lower','Simple','Wynn upper','Wynn lower') 

 

[x1,y1] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(simple_error_y)); 

[x2,y2] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(rich_low_y)); 

[x3,y3] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(rich_high_y)); 

[x4,y4] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(Wynn_low_y)); 

[x5,y5] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(Wynn_high_y)); 

 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x1,y1,1); 

m_2lines(1) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x2,y2,1); 

m_2lines(2) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x3,y3,1); 

m_2lines(3) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x4,y4,1); 

m_2lines(4) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x5,y5,1); 

m_2lines(5) = joke(1); 

m_2lines = -m_2lines'; 

 

min_lines2(1) = min_nonzero(simple_error_y); 

min_lines2(2) = min_nonzero(rich_low_y); 

min_lines2(3) = min_nonzero(rich_high_y); 

min_lines2(4) = min_nonzero(Wynn_low_y); 

min_lines2(5) = min_nonzero(Wynn_high_y); 

min_lines2 = min_lines2'; 

 

fixed_nodes = full_x; 

 

iterations = [1:7]; 

figure(3) 

hold on 

plot(iterations,virtual_movement,'bx') 

hail_maryi = virtual_movement; 

hail_maryx = comparing_regularity_dx; 

 

figure(4) 

semilogy(iterations,runtime/60,'bo') 

disc_runtime = runtime; 
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load Zeroed_Ice_Diag.mat 

figure(2) 

loglog(fixed_nodes,rich_high_y,'kv',fixed_nodes,rich_low_y,'ko',fixed_nodes,simple_error_y,'bv') 

hold on 

loglog(fixed_nodes,Wynn_high_y,'rv',fixed_nodes,Wynn_low_y,'ro') 

xlabel('number of nodes') 

ylabel('Relative Error') 

title('Diagonalization') 

legend('Richardson upper','Richardson lower','Simple','Wynn upper','Wynn lower') 

 

[x1,y1] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(simple_error_y)); 

[x2,y2] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(rich_low_y)); 

[x3,y3] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(rich_high_y)); 

[x4,y4] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(Wynn_low_y)); 

[x5,y5] = remove_nonsense(log10(full_x),log10(Wynn_high_y)); 

 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x1,y1,1); 

m_1lines(1) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x2,y2,1); 

m_1lines(2) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x3,y3,1); 

m_1lines(3) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x4,y4,1); 

m_1lines(4) = joke(1); 

[joke, toss] = polyfit(x5,y5,1); 

m_1lines(5) = joke(1); 

m_1lines = -m_1lines'; 

 

min_lines1(1) = min_nonzero(simple_error_y); 

min_lines1(2) = min_nonzero(rich_low_y); 

min_lines1(3) = min_nonzero(rich_high_y); 

min_lines1(4) = min_nonzero(Wynn_low_y); 

min_lines1(5) = min_nonzero(Wynn_high_y); 

min_lines1 = min_lines1'; 

 

 

figure(3) 

plot(iterations,virtual_movement,'bo') 

xlabel('Iterations') 

ylabel('Melt Penetration (m)') 

title('Final Melt Depths') 

legend('Implicit','Diagonalization') 

 

 

hail_maryd = virtual_movement; 

figure(10) 

plot(hail_maryx,hail_maryi,'b',hail_maryx,virtual_movement,'r') 

hold on 

plot(hail_maryx,hail_maryi,'bx',hail_maryx,virtual_movement,'rx') 

xlabel('dx (m)') 

ylabel('Melt Penetration (m)') 

title('Final Melt Depths') 
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hold off 

 

 

 

load Zeroed_Ice_iso_dx_Diag.mat 

spatial(1,:) = space_disc; 

temporal(1,:) = time_disc; 

height(1,:) = virtual_movement; 

 

figure(8) 

semilogy(full_x,simple_error_y,'bv',full_x,Wynn_high_y,'rv',full_x,Wynn_low_y,'ro') 

xlabel('time points') 

ylabel('Relative Error') 

title('Convergence Error - Single dx') 

legend('Simple','Wynn upper','Wynn lower') 

 

figure(5) 

plot(time_disc,virtual_movement,'rx') 

xlabel('dt (sec)') 

ylabel('melt movement (m)') 

title('Movement Convergence - Single dx') 

 

 

 

load Zeroed_Ice_iso_time_Diag.mat 

spatial(2,:) = space_disc; 

temporal(2,:) = time_disc; 

height(2,:) = virtual_movement; 

 

figure(9) 

hold off 

semilogy(full_x,simple_error_y,'bv',full_x,Wynn_high_y,'rv',full_x,Wynn_low_y,'ro') 

xlabel('spatial nodes') 

ylabel('Relative Error') 

title('Convergence Error - Single dt') 

legend('Simple','Wynn upper','Wynn lower') 

 

figure(6) 

plot(space_disc,virtual_movement,'bx') 

xlabel('dx (m)') 

ylabel('melt movement (m)') 

title('Movement Convergence - Single dt') 

 

 

 

load Zeroed_Ice_Diag_full.mat 

figure(13) 

loglog(full_x,rich_high_y,'kv',full_x,rich_low_y,'ko',full_x,simple_error_y,'bv') 

hold on 

loglog(full_x,Wynn_high_y,'rv',full_x,Wynn_low_y,'ro') 

xlabel('number of nodes') 

ylabel('Relative Error') 

title('Combined Diagonalization') 
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legend('Richardson high','Richardson lower','Simple','Wynn upper','Wynn lower') 

 

figure(4) 

hold on 

semilogy(iterations,runtime/60,'ro') 

legend('Implicit','Diagonalization') 

title('Run Time Comparison') 

xlabel('Iteration') 

ylabel('Run Time (min)') 

hold off 
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Appendix E: Functions 

 The following functions were written to facilitate the scripts contained in Appendices A, 

B, and D. The acceleration functions are named for their developers. The other functions assist in 

data acquisition. 

E.1: Richardson Acceleration 

function [ ValuesTree, ErrorsTree,low, high ] = Richardson( column,ord ) 

%This function takes input in the form of succesively improving numerical 

%solutions and accelerates the convergence with Richardson extrapolation 

%The input has to be a vector, not a row, with the best solution so 

%far at the bottom. tree is the table of the solutions, and errors is 

%the table of relative errors for those values. ord is the order of the 

%discretization method. Low and high are the error vectors along the lower 

%and upper diagonals 

 

 

num = size(column); 

j = num(1); 

 

%below if corrects the argument if it wasn't given as a vector 

    if num(2)>1 

       column = column'; 

       j = num(2); 

    end 

 

rich = zeros(j,j); 

error = rich; 

%Below just assigns the input into the table 

rich(:,1) = column; 

 

 

i = 2; 

k = 2; 

    while k<=j; 

        i=k; 

        while i<=j; 

            rich(i,k) = (2^ord*rich(i,k-1)-rich(i-1,k-1))/(2^ord-1); 

            error(i,k) = abs(rich(i,k)-rich(i,k-1))/rich(i,k); 

            i = i+1; 

        end 

 

    k = k+1; 

    end 

 

ErrorsTree = error; 

ValuesTree = rich; 

high = diag(error); 
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low = ErrorsTree(j,:)'; 

 

 

 

 

 

end 
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E.2: Wynn’s Epsilon Algorithm 

function [Lazenges,error,low,high] = Wynn(col) 

%This function takes input in the form of succesively improving discrete 

%solutions to a PDE and accelerates the convergence with Wynn's Epsilon 

%method. The input has to be a vector, not a row, with the best solution so 

%far at the bottom. Lazenges is the table of the solutions, and error is 

%the table of relative errors for those lazenge values. 

 

    num = size(col); 

    j = num(1); %j gives the size of the input vector 

    %below if corrects the argument if it wasn't given as a vector 

    if num(2)>1 

       col = col'; 

       j = num(2); 

    end 

 

 

    wynn = zeros(2*j+1,j+1); 

    error = wynn; 

    %Below just assigns the input into the Wynn table 

    i = 1; 

    while i<=j 

        wynn(2*i,2) = col(i,1); 

        i = i+1; 

    end 

 

%Below just makes the two trees of errors and values 

    i=3; 

    k = 3; 

    less = 1; 

    while k<=j+1; 

        i=k; 

        while i<=2*j-less; 

            wynn(i,k) = wynn(i,k-2)+1/(wynn(i+1,k-1)-wynn(i-1,k-1)); 

            if rem(k,2)==0 

               error(i,k) = abs((wynn(i,k)-wynn(i+2,k-2))/wynn(i,k)); 

            end 

            i = i+2; 

        end 

        k = k+1; 

        less = less+1; 

    end 

    Lazenges = wynn; 

 

    %Below pulls out the top diagonal of the error tree. It includes each 

    %new error value, like a staircase 

 

    i = 4; 

    k = 4; 

    high = diag(error); 
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    while k<=j+1; 

        i = k; 

        if rem(k,2)==1 

            high(k) = error(i+1,k-1); 

        end 

        k = k+1; 

    end 

    high = high(2:j+1); 

    %This pulls the bottom diagonal of the error tree, no staircasing 

    mirror = fliplr(error); 

    low = diag(mirror,(-j)); 

    low = low'; 

    low = fliplr(low); 

    low = low'; 

    low = low(2:j+1); 

 

end 
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E.3: Accessory Functions 

function [ val ] = min_nonzero( row ) 

%searches the input vector and returns the minimum nonzero value, used to 

%find the best relative error quickly 

 

 

size = length(row); 

i = 1; 

dum = max(row); 

while i<=size 

 

        if row(i)<dum & row(i)~=0 

            dum = row(i); 

        end 

    i = i+1; 

end 

val = dum; 

 

end 

 

function [ x_out,y_out] = remove_nonsense( x,y ) 

%Takes an input and removes the zeros, infs and truncates both x,y to fit it. 

%Need to have vectors, not rows 

 

tester = isinf(y); %tester is a row with 0's for noninf numbers 

limit = length(y); 

 

j = 1; 

i = 1; 

    while j<limit 

 

        if tester(j)==0 

            x_out(i) = x(j); 

            y_out(i) = y(j); 

            i=i+1; 

        end 

        j = j+1; 

    end 

 

 

end 
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